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Spec Ops Writes For The Record 17 hrs ago Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Edward Dowd explained to Greg Hunter in a recent interview that the book's name 'Cause Unknown' was

his way to make fun of the excuses made to explain away the rise in deaths.

What he said at the later part of the video will probably be restated in history classes in the distant future.

'This to me is unprecedented, its the greatest fraud I've ever seen in my life.

I know how frauds work. I was on Wall Street, I know the psychology of the fraud-men, I know what they do.

I know the psychology of people who believe the fraud and I've seen this happen with the Covid vaccines

- the true believers defending all the way down and its a disaster.

And I think, we won't be talking about this for the next 10 years, we'll be talking about this for the next 2

centuries.

This will impact everybody around the globe for years to come.' - Edward Dowd.

https://rumble.com/v332mu0-cv19-vax-is-a-crime-and-also-a-coverup-ed-dowd.html
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trichard2 23 hrs ago Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

naomi here is a bit from an interview by french intellectual jacques attali given in 1981

says it all...........and who the enemies of mankind are

“In the future it will be about finding a way to reduce the population. We will start with the old, because as

soon as he is over 60-65 years of age, man lives longer than he produces and costs society dearly. Then

the weak and then the useless who do nothing for society because there will be more and more of them,

and especially finally the stupid ones.

Euthanasia targeting these groups; euthanasia will have to be an essential instrument of our future

societies, in all cases. Of course, we cannot execute people or set up camps. We will get rid of it by making

them believe it is for their own good. Too large a population, and for the most part unnecessary, is

something economically too expensive.

Socially, it is also much better for the human machine to come to a screeching halt rather than gradually

deteriorating. We won’t be able to give intelligence tests to millions and millions of people, you can

imagine!

We will find something or cause it, a pandemic that targets certain people, a real economic crisis or not, a

virus that will affect the old or the big, it doesn’t matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful and the

stupid will believe it and ask to be treated.

We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a treatment that will be the solution. The selection

of idiots will thus be done by themselves: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their own. “

“The future of life” – Jacques Attali, 1981, interview with Michel Salomon.
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Dr Naomi Wolf 20 hrs ago Author

Is this confirmed? I thought the word ‘pandemic’ was of more recent coinage?
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KundaliniAndCellTowers 3 hrs ago

The Fact Checkers have spoken: https://factcheck.afp.com/posts-falsely-claim-leading-french-

economist-jacques-attali-discusses-depopulation-book . "A post on Instagram claims that

French economist Jacques Attali discussed depopulating the planet by orchestrating a

pandemic in his book “The Future of Life” published in 1981. This is false: while Attali was

interviewed in a book called "Future Life" (first published in French as "L'Avenir de La Vie" in

1981), he did not write it, and he does not mention depopulation in his interview. "
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Fred Wolf 21 hrs ago · edited 21 hrs ago

I almost don't believe this quote, but luckily I've been rereading Orwell et al wondering how they

nailed it so exactly. Attali nailing it here is incredible, "...a virus that will affect the old or the big, it

doesn’t matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful and the stupid will believe it and ask to be

treated". I can name at least eight friends of mine Attali must know.
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Pat-Tee Sep 23 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So, my husbands hair dresser’s son died at 32 with a 3 mom old baby, his sister in law, just diagnosed with

leukemia and 35 year old nephew had brain aneurysm. Too much damage!
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 23 Author

So sorry
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Pat-Tee Sep 23 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Another sister-in-law...clearly in denial said that these aneurysms are becoming more common, but

just thinks it’s because of earlier detection.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 23 Author

Oh heaven
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 23

A thought just hit me. Thank God I’m training service dogs for Marine veterans, else I’d still be in the floor

sobbing. The rules are, they must clearly state their intentions before enacting their evil plans. You certainly

just spelled it out to a T! Just typing those words, my nose tickles and my vision blurs. So many people see

something amiss but are waiting for the bureaucracy to make its way to or through the problem. You know

as well as I, that is not going to happen.

Here is the smoking gun! Here is proof! Rafa will have Act 3 ready for release soon. You could be at the

edge of the blade! (And yes he has a dead man’s switch.) You have not assessed this yet for a reason. Had

you seen it and cared about showing people reality, you would interview Rafa and showcase his video...

You don’t and I’ve just got to come to terms with that fact.

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU?si=nTs-hi7HatH--6IQ
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Fred Wolf 19 hrs ago · edited 19 hrs ago

Gr8h8er, watched the Jan 6 video you posted here: well made, well done, total expose of all the work

that went into simulating the "insurrection"... it's almost sweet seeing the journalists helping each

other after accidentally bumping or stumbling on a fake partition etc. (unfortunately some of these

plants won pulitzers for their staged news footage, and herein is where I think the REAL Pulitzer bait

is: The behind-the-scenes staging of the riot, blocked and rehearsed before actual Trump supporters

arrive "on set", and the footage re-shot after the paid actors are told to add more 'realism'... This video

reminds me of my long days working with film extras while the stars hang out in their trailers waiting

to be called to set. I knew Jan 6 was staged (after Tucker aired Speaker McCarthy's recently just

released footage, ultimately contributing to Tucker's Fox News termination) but I didn't know all the

prep work and rehearsals that went into this faked news footage, just more glaring proof of our

country's demise.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? 7 hrs ago

I’m sharing your excellent critique on telegram @WoozNewsGroup. Join us there if you would

like?
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? 7 hrs ago

Would you be so kind as to submit this suggestion to Daily Clout as well? It seems I am not

capable of a “summary paragraph” and I fear my verbosity will cause my submission to be

overlooked!

As you saw, Act II ended with the first interior view. Act III picks it up from there and my

understanding is that Tucker Carlson’s big reveal of the Q-anon Shaman doesn’t hold a candle to

what is soon to be released!
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 23 Author

Please send information you wish us to pursue to info@dailyclout.io with a summary paragraph.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? 15 hrs ago

Oops - I’m a bit verbose.
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I absolutely believe its intended harm . A cull & then profiteering off the injured left over from their

laboratory creation. These jabs induce life long illnesses in nearly all vital , & very different systems in

human bodies( if they dont kill you. )So far we know they compromise victims Natural

Immunity,cardiovascular function , reproduction potential,respiratory endocrine & cross blood brain barrier

causing more disfunction & system failures (god knows what else?)we have seen perverse profiteering in

“health care” but this scale of criminal arrogance is Mengela level horrific manipulation of our entire

species. They “tested” on only 10 FUCKING MICE 

🥸

I dont even feel this is hyperbolic 

✌

be safe
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 23 Author

Pfizer is buying cancer companies.
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Hilary Butler Sep 23

You asked the question if Americans were being killed and replaced with unvaccinated foreigners...

Watch this:

https://rumble.com/v3jvgxe-were-being-killed-and-replaced.html
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Harold Saive Writes News Paradigm Sep 23

Great source
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For those who still want to believe in a 'happenstance genocide' the 46 Pentagon owned biolabs in

Ukraine are one of 336 known biolabs around the world cooking up the next scamdemic for the Ethiopian

terrorist rat Tedros to boast about.

( SouthFront is banned from Twitter)

https://southfront.press/us-bioweapons-in-nigeria-endanger-africa-and-the-whole-world/

The 'regime change Karen' Victoria Nuland wringing hands about the US 'benevolent research' becoming

dangerous in Russian hands soon after Russia entered Ukraine on 24th Fenruary 2022.

Soon after the Russia Army NBC forces published papers connecting the Bidens with Metabiota and

Pentagon involvement in the funding of these biolabs, sophisticated enough to generate race & ethno-

specific bioweapons.

This year 2023 they highlighted they had found at a destroyed bioweapons facility strains of an avian flu

virus that could kill 4 in 10 people.

All these findings were dismissed as baseless by the western Cabal tool, the United Nations.

No surprise up to that point WHO was boasting about the next coming 'pandemic'.
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Danny Huckabee Sep 22

His Achilles heal is his ego. Like us all, he has his feet of clay. But the alternatives are much worse.

Danny
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Janna Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Terrifying.

The UK used Pfizer, Moderna and AstraZeneka.

Does anyone have a break down on what percentage of each?

Thank you.
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Ymarsakar Writes Y's Apocalypse of Revelations Sep 22 · edited Sep 22

These people cannot go to the same world u or o are going to. Let them go. They need more soul training in

life. You dont have to baby them.

And the insurance are silent because this is fated. Humanity will panick when they see the truth. So to

withdraw the souls that are leaving, we need a phased draw down. This is a divine strategy. Nothing we or

insurance ceos can do about it
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Devosays Sep 22 · edited Sep 22

When one spans the first three paragraphs or maybe it was four or five, talking about themselves, it’s hard

to take the rest of it seriously, sorry but you’re still a feminist narcissist.
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Ymarsakar Writes Y's Apocalypse of Revelations Sep 22

Go away narcissus, blocked
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Devosays Sep 22

Ahhh, a good little communist…. Censor and block
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Ymarsakar Writes Y's Apocalypse of Revelations Sep 22

ahhh, a good little cia wefbot, insult due to lack of a life.
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Bea Phree Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What’s going on with this?

A friend’s targeted radiation plan was also altered at a major cancer center in large U.S. city, ongoing

machinery issues?

https://www.statnews.com/2023/07/19/cancer-drug-shortages-

patients/#:~:text=Nearly%20all%20cancer%20centers%20—

%2093,to%20ration%20the%20existing%20supply.
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Mr. Lucky Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The are trying to kill us in every way possible. And.....we will do nothing about it. Everyone needs to wrap

their head around this fact.
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Deana Sacks Writes Lord Advocates Substack Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi Wolf, you are truly an amazing and inspirational woman. Keep up the great work and keep the

negative people out of your consciousness.
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leon fletcher Writes leon’s Substack Sep 22

One last post.

Corruption

Like knowledge is a web

Of correlations.

And this is the battle set before us.

And this is the question upon which

Our existence and our near-future

Survival rests:

Will Corruption and lies triumph

Resulting in the decimation

And enslavement of a remnant

Broken Humanity,

Or will knowledge and truth win the

Day

And open wide the door of liberty

And freedom

Which will usher in a new

Renaissance and unprecedented

Prosperity for all peoples?

So now is not the time

For waiting and handwringing,

Because Corruption in all its guises

Will not bring itself to justice

When it assumes in its arrogance

That universal complacency

Prevails among the masses.

Now is the time to put away your fears,

Your doubts, your questions.

And abstract opinions and

Anaylsis.

Now is the time

To stop crying, to put away your anguish

Your frustration, hopelessness,

And confusion.

Now is the time to look

Squarely into the face of obvious

And brazen evil

And Recognize without any question

That collective humanity

Is under existential threat

From the wealthy, the powerful,

And the politically affluent leaders

Upon whom we have conferred the mantle Of authority.

If you can't see

That ubiquitous and universal

Corruption of authority

Is a direct threat to your life

existence, and freedom,

And if that does not compelled you

To rage, to action, to make a stand

Then not only have you lost your

Humanity and will to live,

But all humanity will be lost

As well..
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CJ Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

We live in a world of duality, and we have free will. Many have failed THE test. Do you ever ask yourself why

you/we are here, and where exactly are you/we? What is this place? What is the purpose of this life?
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

All the time.
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Jane Sep 22

Constantly
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glider Sep 22

The cause of the uptick in deaths/injuries is a real world situation and the solution will be

real world also. Has nothing to do with mythology.
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leon fletcher Writes leon’s Substack Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This is how my world ends....

This is how my world ends....

Not with a whimper

But with a bang...

And I regret I have but one life

To give to my country

Born in the spirit of 1776
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Netty B Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, you are doing God's work. Thank you for your bravery. This might sound crazy but I am convinced

that I saw angels in the video. Watch the flowers in the background at the 20:20 mark and in the same

general area at 20:28. We are in a spiritual battle and you are protected. “For He will command his angels

concerning you to guard you in all your ways. ” Psalm 91:11
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? 6 hrs ago

You gave me chills when I read the time stamps!
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Ymarsakar Writes Y's Apocalypse of Revelations Sep 22

Yes, you seem to see with unseen eyes
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Brutus Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Folks this is gods judgment on a world that has turned it back on him and his law.

Just as they build up before the flood and most other judgments that appear to come on real sudden like

this one we are experiencing has been several hundred of years in the making.

Go to sermonaudio.com search for Pastor John Weaver in the speaker section and find his theories how

God destroys nations

You’ll also find a number of other sermons on the same topic
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Danny Huckabee Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yes, all fiat money, not worth anything. It's going to get worse.

Danny
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Kelly Writes Kelly’s Substack Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I know most people don’t want to believe this but Covid is also disabling people as well as the jabs. It is a

vascular disease and the spike protein can land in any organ. If you just peer into the Long Covid

community and listen to these desperate people who feel abandoned by friends, family and their doctors,

you will understand that you don’t want to get multiple infections of Covid. There are people who have

been dealing with Long Covid since spring of 2020!
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Sep 22

Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have a friend who is well-versed in freemasonry, agenda, 21, the British crown, etc. British Israel, etc. He

swears up and down that King Charles is it the head of all this. He and the bankers in Switzerland.

https://open.substack.com/pub/rwmalonemd/p/physician-re-education-in-canada?

r=17w9ym&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post
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Jane Pearce Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, I know you are busy, very busy, but your studies in Genesis are also very important. And Exodus will

make connections with what Ed is discussing here.
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Sep 22

Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

With legal silent, can it only mean that this was all coordinated? I see a few lawsuits here and there, but

nothing really from the District Attorneys? I write my lawyer friends daily, as well as the TN Attorney

General. Crickets.
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Tim Webb Writes Tim’s Substack Sep 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

https://uk.yahoo.com/news/tributes-sheffield-united-player-maddy-183853626.html

I'm still scratching my head as to why all these people are dying.

I expect it must be something in the water.

Yes - that's it.

Something in the water.
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Timbo Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A national IQ test was given and many failed
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

An INTERnational IQ test.
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Robert Lowe Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Just to put this in perspective, the Resurrection was something like a 10 s.d. event.
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Diana Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yes, Ed Dowd is to be highly honored and respected for his constant work to reveal the Truth. And you,

Naomi, are also a verified Freedom Warrior. A Warrior remembers the lesson, not the disappointment, and

finds the courage needed to confront the fear s/he encounters. You have certainly done both and continue

to do so. For that we love, support and need you.
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Amy Harlib Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

THEY can't get rid of the 'useless eaters' fast enough!

Too many 'sheeple' are brainwashed to blindly obey authority figures on the media or in daily life in corrupt

system ruled by control freak psychopaths who use propaganda lies to enslave their subjects and they are

dumbed down to be obedient by 'education' institutions. Fortunately I was raised to question everything.

This transcends party lines. We need a system that punishes psychopaths and rewards compassion and

sharing, we need a system that actually follows The Constitution in reality.

I DO NOT COMPLY! NEVER HAVE, NEVER WILL!

There is no noxious crime that the evildoers desiring to lord it over us won't commit to maintain their

stranglehold on power. A groundswell critical mass resistance to their murderous enslavement plans is

needed urgently!

There is a fate worse than death - I would rather die than be a robotized slave of technocratic overlords!

This is my hill to die on!

I have a landline and a wired laptop and a wired monitor screen, all the tech anyone should ever want or

need. I never had and refuse to ever have one of those infernal mobile devices that are designed to enslave

you.

My loathing of AI and all things NANO and digital knows no bounds!

Kudos to NAOMI WOLF's and ED DOWD's heroic efforts and success in the struggle. We the People must

always be aware of the existential threats lurking behind this fight!

How I stick my thumb in the eyes of the grotesque billionaire bastards pushing their enslavement agenda

and how I embrace being fully human.

Fighting the globalist predator technocrat psychopath megalomaniac TOTAL SLAVERY AGENDA one

performance at a time!

Amazing Amy: Eccentric Yoga Entertainer!

As an entertainer, I have been devastated and practically destroyed by the closure of all performance

venues and then when they reopened, because MY BODY, MY CHOICE - being made a total

untermenschen pariah outcast in NAZI NIGHTMARE LAWLESS 'SHOW ME YOUR PAPERS' JAB CROW

APARTHEID/DISCRIMINATION/SEGREGATION HELL NYC WHERE THE MAD/DRUNK WITH POWER

TYRANT POLS DOUBLE DOWN ON THEIR ILLEGAL MANDATES. I am trapped here with zero financial

resources to leave or do anything else about this 'wish I were dead' endless misery life has become. The

tragic irony is that my SPREAD THE YOGA LOVE performances are all about health, miraculously

overcoming age (68) and injury to achieve feats of flexibility few can attain at any age. So BIG PHARMA

who wants to addict every person on the planet to their toxic products hate people like me who prove that

we do not need them if we eat healthy organic food and exercise daily!

https://www.reverbnation.com/artist/amazingamycontortionistuniqueyogadancer

I try and live and embody the creative performing artistic world and life I so fervently want existence to be

about.

They can stick their f*cking damned NANO, Digital IDs, AI, jabs and chips up their asses where the sun

don't shine!

All manner of lies and propaganda spew forth from the upper echelons in governments worldwide who are

completely intertwined with the global criminal ruling class that wants to commit the worst atrocities

imaginable and suffer no consequences. And their corruption slithers down the chain of command

creating petty tyrants everywhere.

Supporting this excellent post with a statement and useful links. https://virustruth.net

We the People are facing HORRIFYING TECHNOCRATIC PSYCHOPATHY TO DESTROY HUMANITY AND

ALL NATURAL LIFE!

It was NEVER about health! The Powers That Should Not Be were ALWAYS about they want you DEAD or

a SLAVE! This is a painful truth to accept but we the people must wake up and fight back!

We must never lose sight of the larger picture of the vile malignance we are fighting against.

CLIMATE CHANGE IS AN EVEN WORSE FRAUD THAN THE PLANSCAMDEMIC! SO-CALLED GREEN

TECH IS A GIGANTIC SCAM! MINING AND MANUFACTURING 'GREEN' PRODUCTS NEEDS COAL, GAS

AND OIL AND MINING RARE MINERALS IS MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY TOXIC AND DESTRUCTIVE

THAN LEGACY PRODUCTS. SCREW YOUR DAMNED AGENDA!

There is an insidious global ruling class plot to enslave all life on earth behind all the madness and

suffering inflicted on We the People.

How to fight back against this TOTAL SLAVERY!

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! DITCH THE DAMNED 'SMART' PHONES AND THE DAMNED QR CODES

AND GO BACK TO LANDLINES OR FLIP PHONES AND USE CASH AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE! INSIST ON

CASH! CBDC IS TOTAL SLAVERY!

Other than getting rid of nuclear weapons which I support 100% the rest of the anti-nuclear peace

movement and CLIMATE CRISIS propaganda is parroting UN utter GARBAGE, a complete surrender to the

ENSLAVEMENT AGENDA by the diabolical despots of Davos - ruling class criminals who lust for total

power and control and all of whom should be tried and jailed for life and their malign organizations

dismantled: the UN, the WEF, the IMF, the WHO, the BIS, NATO, Blackrock, Vanguard, The Rockefellers, the

Rothschilds, The Bilderbergers, the CFR et al.

There is an evil predator globalist technocratic elite agenda of eugenics/depopulation/genocide using

bioweapon poison jabs, war, geoengineering, EMF radiation, starvation and economic collapse - THE

GREAT RESET/AGENDA 2030/4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION to get rid of billions of 'useless eaters'

and to use nano tech to turn the survivors into ROBOTIZED COMPLIANT SLAVES! WAKE UP AND

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! These are psychopath megalomaniacs who want to play god by turning all life

into digitized metaverse mechanistic synthetic biology to be manipulated by their AI algorithms. A more

demonic sickening idea is nearly impossible to imagine!

APPALLED AND HORRIFIED AT INSANE TYRANNICAL PROTOCOLS THAT HAVE NOTHING TO DO

WITH HEALTH AND EVERYTHING TO DO WITH TOTALITARIAN CONTROL! REVERSE THIS NOW!

MAKE THE WORLD AND AMERICA 2019 (comparatively speaking), AND FREE AGAIN!

NO, I AM NOT AFRAID OF THE MORONIC SCARIANT SHMARIANT MONKEYSHINES! WAKE UP

ALREADY!

TOTALLY CONDEMN BIDEN AND ALL OTHER POLS WHO HAVE NO POWER TO LAWLESSLY ACT LIKE

AN EMPEROR OR DICTATOR AND DECREE JAB CROW 'SHOW ME YOUR PAPERS' FASCIST

SEGREGATION/DISCRIMINATION/APARTHEID VIOLATIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION, THE

NUREMBERG CODES AND EVERY CIVIL RIGHT IMAGINABLE.

NO GREEN NEW DEALS OR BUILD BACK BETTER FROM THE CRIMINAL TECHNOCRAT TYRANTS

KLAUS SCHWAB AND HIS CRONIES FROM THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM.

STOP THE TERRIBLE TYRANNY OF THE TECHNOCRATS GLOBAL AGENDA OF TOTAL SURVEILLANCE

AND CONTROL USING THE VIRUS AS EXCUSE AND PROPAGANDA TOOL!

NO MUZZLING STIFLING MASK MANDATES! NO FORCED VACCINES! END TORTUROUS

DEVASTATING LOCK DOWNS NOW! I WANT MY LIFE BACK.

https://wrenchinthegears.com

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/

https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com

https://pandemicfacts.info

https://wearehumanwearefree.org/7-days-campaign/

https://sonsoflibertymedia.com/covid-19-roadmap-12-step-plan-to-create-a-totalitarian-new-world-

order-were-on-number-8-headed-towards-number-9/

https://questioningcovid.com

https://www.corbettreport.com/interview-1581-james-corbett-breaks-down-the-great-reset/

http://www.stopcp.com/GlobalResetPSYOP/GlobalResetPSYOPMindMap.html

https://everydayconcerned.net/2020/09/04/breaking-major-investigative-report-by-association-of-

french-reserve-army-officers-finds-covid-19-pandemic-to-have-a-hidden-agenda-for-global-

totalitarianism-nanotech-chipping-of-all-5g-irradia/

Pam Popper: https://makeamericansfreeagain.com

Del Bigtree: https://www.brighteon.com/channels/highwire

https://www.technocracy.news

Naomi Wolf: https://dailyclout.io

www.nojabforme.info

https://www.globalresearch.ca/we-must-awaken-from-corona-coma-reject-great-reset-robotic-

technocracy-assert-common-humanity/5745213
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Kalihi Valley Druid Writes Nā Akua o Hawaiʻi Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for hit, bridge, sparkle. That's a very useful technique in the age of rage.
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V L N Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

https://open.substack.com/pub/welcometheeagle/p/alert-vaers-deletes-dead-pfizer-trial?

r=17kkm5&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post
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Bdollen Writes Bdollen’s Substack Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 22 Author

Wow I get it
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Lisa Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I don’t mind stupid people being stupid. But the number of educated, seemingly intelligent idiots is

disturbing. What is the point of getting a masters degree if you can’t think worth a damn? And what about

the press? What happened to asking basic questions like, Why exactly were we financing bioweapons

research in China? Start there.
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Gosho Writes Gosho’s Substack Sep 22

Hey Lisa, the number - thankfully not 100% - is not disturbing but logical, if one thinks it through.

Especially if the PhD is made in certain "social" sciences. Nevertheless I too was shocked to see it

during and now after the Corona Exam 2020-2022. I have a Ph.D. in Engineering, made in Germany,

but I too could not imagine the scope of the madness. We live now in the apocalypse and each one of

us must for him- or herself answer very important questions, sharpen their mind and strengthen their

spirit.

But back to your point: now the most important question is what to do with our kids. You cannot send

them to may be 95% of the schools - everywhere in the world - anymore in good faith, can you? They

must learn to think and question anything and everything. And they should develop skills for their

future. QUESTION: Does someone in this community know of good and competent people who have

good concepts what and how to train our kids? It can be online too, of course.

Greetings from the beautiful and everlasting Bulgaria,

Gosho

gosho.substack.com
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KundaliniAndCellTowers 3 hrs ago

There are some enlightening "classics" - based online programs for 5-18yrs kids. I'd supplement

that with some learning pods or home school type situations, and then some sports clubs and

supporting your kids associating with likeminded families. About all educational and other

institutions have been compromised with Pfarma money and the Agenda. I am a K-12 teacher in

the US, but my circle of friends are liberals who attended Harvard, UC Berkeley, UVA, Princeton

and so forth. All of them took the vaxx, except me. IQ is no substitute for energetic discernment.
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1 new reply

Steghorn21 Sep 22

In my experience, the more highly "educated" a person was, the more likely they were to fall for the

lies. Most of the "ordinary" people I know - barbers, mechanics, waitresses, cleaning ladies, etc. -

knew instinctively that it was evil BS and refused to get jabbed.
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Cindy Sep 21

People with "advanced" education are also subject to "advanced" indoctrination.

And then there's the power-mongering and desperation to hold on to what they have.
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michael janket Sep 22

Oo, that is such a great observation! Advanced education subjected to advanced indoctrination.

Beautiful!

In getting a PhD, you go along to get along. You learn that you give up independent thought and

replace it with often slavish diktat from your program committee. You go where others have

gone, or else......
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KundaliniAndCellTowers 3 hrs ago

Before I dropped out of my Princeton doctoral program, my Department Head told me that

undergraduate work is about me while graduate work is about the "discipline." It was

impossible to separate me out from my work, so I went into K-12 education where my mind

could be freer.
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I recently received a letter from New York City regarding my metro disability subway pass. It went on in a

long winded way about how, henceforth, the cardholder’s gender would not be listed in order to prevent

some sort of bad vibes. I was thinking, here we have people dying in record numbers, migrants sleeping on

the streets, and psychotics with no access to housing or medical treatment raving in the subway, but our

leaders are busy sending out thousands of these letters.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

It's called an "Agenda."
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ann moorman Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

In Feb 2020 I was part of a family and now I’m flailing to stand tall. My brother has bi pass surgery next

week, he took J n J. Sister has a fib, BIL heart stopped, other sister cv 5 times. My coach says I’m the

bravest person she knows, but I miss my mom and loved the show with you on Bannon today.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 22 Author

So sorry
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Cindy Sep 21

I'm so sorry for your family members' problems. I will send them my strongest healing prayers.
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Susan J. Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You were shocked, as should we all be. The govt is hiding the damage - in deaths and injuries - from the

gd vax. While encouraging us to be jabbed. Essentially, they are encouraging us to de quietly. NOT ME!

LIKED (11) REPLY SHARE

Scott McColloch Sep 21 · edited Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My wife and I both have scientific backgrounds, as the course work is very similar for all the physical

sciences. We had just started getting used to being retired when we attended a Christmas Party in a

University town with lots of coming and going to China and (we suspect) caught Covid from a couple, who

were former co-workers. At 68 and 69 but healthy so it was like a bad flu. We became suspicious when the

press stated there was no such thing as natural immunity to Covid. If this was true why didn’t we still have

Covid? We decided the vaccine was not for us and are glad we did. I stumbled across early on and listened

to your interview with Ed Dowd, have a good background in statistics, and agree with his conclusions

including the genocidal aspect of both Covid and the vaccinations. I am not certain whether our decision

to forego the jab was intelligence or cussedness and luck, but I am glad we avoided it. Our greatest

concern is that we are not getting to travel as much as we anticipated. Too many stories of Pilots dying in

the cockpit!

II think I am a bit calmer than most about this as my mother was an orphan, one of three survivors of a

family of eleven. All the rest died of tuberculosis in the early 1900s. She was the youngest at 3 or 4, but

remembered a lot and passed it on.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

"background in statistics" ... this helps, but so many "smart" "educated" folks are brainwashed

beyond repair, seemingly. A greater factor is Discernment. I don't know where that comes from. It's a

God frequency or something. Thank you for speaking your truth here at this delightful forum Dr Wolf

has set up.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 22 Author

So sorry for your family’s losses

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

ann moorman Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I never thought of that. They locked my cute mom down and forbid me from visiting unless I promised to

take the poison shot and a Test! She was 97 98 and passed this year 99. My sisters were furious at me for

avoiding the shots. The guilt was and is unbearable.
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messianicdruid Writes messianicdruid’s Substack Sep 22

Do not accept false guilt. It is also a plague.

LIKED (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

ann moorman Sep 22

My sisters would write group emails: “what’s wrong with Ann” other told me I’d die from delta if I

didn’t take the poison. Wonder when Naomi will return to nbc cbs abc and those others. She

needs to be all over
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Cindy Sep 21

Please accept my condolences.

You did what you had to do to keep yourself safe. I'm sure your mother would have wanted you to stay

alive and healthy. Do not let the guilt destroy your life. My parents escaped from the Nazis in Poland at

the beginning of WWII but everyone in their families who stayed behind was murdered. They suffered

throughout their lives from survivor's guilt.

If you let the guilt destroy your life you will let the current Nazis win.
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Brutus Sep 22

We have a duty to warn.

after that the actions of others,

though heart wrenching to us, are not our responsibility.

Ezekiel 3

“17 Son of man, I have made thee a watchman unto the house of Israel: therefore hear the word

at my mouth, and give them warning from me.

18 When I say unto the wicked, Thou shalt surely die; and thou givest him not warning, nor

speakest to warn the wicked from his wicked way, to save his life; the same wicked man shall die

in his iniquity; but his blood will I require at thine hand.

19 Yet if thou warn the wicked, and he turn not from his wickedness, nor from his wicked way, he

shall die in his iniquity; but thou hast delivered thy soul.”

The warnings are not limited to the direct word of God to a prophet.

Warnings have been coming to us all our lives.

This Covid scam is no different.

The information is returning to the surface about viruses

being a hoax in and of themselves as is the germ theory.

I’ll admit I’m having trouble digesting all of that because I have been so inculcated to the cold

virus,

stomach virus,

The flu bug, etc. etc..

But I’ll tell you this, other than one touch of a fever and a weekend clearing out some food

poisoning nary a sniffle in over six years.

Smart money, says to get some books on herbal medicine and fill your yard with medicinal plants

and learn how to preserve them and use them

Smarter money says give your life to Christ and study his word everything going on here can be

seen in the Scriptures.

Daniel 12:10

“10 Many shall be purified, and made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and

none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall understand”

Hosea 14

“9 Who is wise, and he shall understand these things? prudent, and he shall know them? for the

ways of the Lord are right, and the just shall walk in them: but the transgressors shall fall therein.”
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Tim Webb Writes Tim’s Substack Sep 22

Probably they were involved in the Polish massacre of ethnic Germans which occurred

throughout 1939, which finally resulted in Hitler's invasion on 1.9.39.

So it was an excellent idea for them to flee from the coming retribution.

Check out the Bromberg Massacre of 58,000 of them, brutally hacked and bludgeoned to death

by Poles - who in turn, suffered under the Banderites, who wanted them out of the Volhynia

region.

From what I have said, "nazis" weren't involved in any of the killings.

In fact, Hitler imprisoned Stepan Bandera in Sachsenhausen camp from early 1942 until late

1944.

There were no "nazis" in Germany at the time; rather, they were National Socialists, who were the

very opposite of nazis.
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Cindy Sep 22

My parents were Jews who escaped a few days after the Nazis and Russians split Poland in

half in September, 1939. They had nothing to do with any massacres--Jews weren't

allowed to participate in anything "patriotic." Their families were killed during the Nazi

occupation by the Nazis. My father had proof of this.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 21 Author

So sorry
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Dariel Blackburn Writes Dariel’s Substack Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dear Naomi, Ed Dowd has the amazing ability to deliver horrific news with a very flat affect. I admire his

willingness and persistence in uncovering and delivering this information BUT it takes someone of your

emotional caliber to receive it and deliver it 'in the way that YOU genuinely received it' in order for me to

actually connect with and experience the severity of the crime that is being perpetrated on our race. I have

not yet watched the interview but I will "gird up my inner-strength" to receive it. Never have we seen 'what

appears to be' such great evil being visited on our race--but I will say that this method of takeover is being

used all across the Greater Community of intelligent life of which Earth is a part. It may appear to be

horrific to us as we are the naive natives of this world being manipulated by savvy interlopers--but those

human-underlings who are carry out this plan (most without knowing the price they will pay) would gladly

be taking over other worlds if they had the technology. What is happening here is part of the evolution of

our world as we emerge into a much greater arena of intelligent life. Many will die and we will certainly be

among them at some point but it is how we live our lives at this time--the integrity with which we live it--

that will determine whether our race goes into the future as a free and sovereign race OR slaves to races

from other worlds. You are far too gutsy and spiritually vital to let this truth take the stuffings out of you.

You have been willing to receive unthinkable facts, over and over again, but have righted yourself and

continued to confront the unimaginable reality that is staring us in the face. The only way forward for our

race is to be willing to confront reality--no matter how difficult. We have the power of God--the Deeper

Intelligence within us--to guide us forward. In truth, we were called here by our Creator to help our race

evolve. It will only be a small fraction of the population present now that will survive--but it will be a fraction

that has greater integrity, vitality and wisdom. We will have to have this to survive. And I am grateful to

stand with you and Ed Down and all the other courageous and outspoken heroes and sheroes who 'will

NOT go gentle'. It is possible that we will not win this battle "BUT we do it anyway!"

AlliesofHumanity[dot]org.
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Tim Webb Writes Tim’s Substack Sep 22

" ... Never have we seen 'what appears to be' such great evil being visited on our race .... " -

Unfortunately, this is far from true.

Solzhenitsyn states that 60 million Russian Christians were brutally massacred by bolshevik jews in

the 20th century, following on from their usurpation of power in that benighted land.

The same ethnic group is foursquare behind this latest attempt to bring to pass what they write in

their satanic "holy book", the Talmud, ie "Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed, as even the

best of snakes should be killed."
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Fred Wolf Sep 22

I agree with the earlier part of your comment "...this is far from true", as there have been

slaughters throughout world history. Cherrypicking one group to highlight as the evildoers is

what these modern day sociopaths want from us, other than just rolling over to show our bellies.

I'm not a bleeding heart Gentile, I'm a Gentile trying to keep a lid on my anger for my young

daughters' sake, while quietly training to do the best I can to protect them by Any Means

Necessary when, not if, the bigger shit storm starts within the next 5-10 years. The 10 is wishful

thinking.
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Tony Pivetta Writes Camels & Gnats Sep 22

This is thoughtcrime. The Narrative cannot accommodate viewpoints that portray any of the

historical Euro-Christian (now mostly Euro-Post-Christian) tribes as victims. Europeans are the

perennial victimizers. Please report to your local re-education camp.
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Maureen Fuhr Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This is heartbreaking. It’s frustrating because I tried to warn people when this first started and nobody

listened. I pointed out the fact that it was experimental, mRNA had not been approved in the past do to the

dangers, high survival rate even if you got Covid, vaers reports off the charts etc. I tried to get people to

detox with naturopathic products. I was laughed at, yelled at and ignored by most people. I had to keep my

mouth shut. I’ve lost many people close to me including my mother who came down with Parkinson’s and

Leukemia. She did listen and didn’t get any boosters but it was obviously too late. I’ve lost friends due to

sudden heart attacks. Friends/family in the hospital for various ailments. My best friend started radiation

this week. I’m in a constant state of worry for everybody. I realize I can’t control others. I pray every day for

everyone. I’m happy more people are starting to wake up but I wish more saw the signs years ago.
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Phyllis B Sep 21

Same here with trying to get through to people! Two of in-laws said to our faces (husband and I

declined the clot shots) that they hated the unvaccinated. Ya. I don’t care what they think, I’m not

going to bear a grudge if I can help it. Praying helps immensely. I’ve lost many friends including my

best friend who had heart trouble for 18 years. She survived covid but 3 months later could not go on,

God bless her wonderful heart!! Didn’t touch the shots. God help us all. Praying my daughter doesn’t

take the 4th shot. 

😭
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Cindy Sep 21

I am so sorry for your losses.
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Julie R. Neidlinger Writes Lone Prairie Blog Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I'm...weary of all of the phone calls home to hear of yet another person dead. I come from a small town.

Reeeeaaaally small. Like 50. This is no joke, these past couple years. At our state veteran's cemetery, the

explosion of new graves in the past couple of years is unreal.
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Cindy Sep 21

I am so sorry for your losses.
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Andrew Poloni Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What if what has been seen thus far isn't the worst of it to come?
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

This is what Geert VandemBosche seems to believe. Very hard to tell at this point. However, what we

do know is that the "thuddenlies" aren't diminishing.
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Gabriella Sep 21

On the Highwire today was a doctor from Canada who talked about the turbo cancers he and

colleagues are seeing in people, especially younger. Stage 3 or 4 cancers, and they are not

responding well to traditional/typical treatments. Oncologists are not knowing how to treat these

patients. He also said they have been dying quickly before doctors can figure out how to help them.

One of the awful things he said is it is or could be worse for those who took 3 or more shots. I’m so

worried for 2 of my 3 kids as they took 3 shots despite my telling them not to. So far… they seem to be

okay, but it stresses me everyday. So heartbreaking they wouldn’t hear me.
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Phyllis B Sep 21

Same here. My only child (29) has taken 3. God help us all
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Gabriella Sep 21

So unbelievable!!!

🙏❤
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Leon Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Looking at the % increase for the three years makes me thinking about the beginning of an upward

exponential curve which will be more obvious in a near future and as much devastating.

Deaths, disabilities and impossibility to reproduce, amongst many AE, are a good kick start for

depopulation program, does not it ?
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

The problem for the globalist psychopaths (sorry, repetition!) is the the most bloody-minded,

independent and ornery part of the population didn't take the jab. And we will be around to settle their

hash when the time comes.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

That is why Klaus wants to de-bank us. https://rumble.com/v3k4vaw-wef-orders-govts-to-

prepare-for-billions-of-social-credit-prisoners.html
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Bdollen Writes Bdollen’s Substack Sep 21

👩👨💏🙍🙎🙎🙎🤷🤷🤦🤦🙋🙋🤦🙎🙎🙍🙍🙍🙅🙅💁💁💁
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Leskunque Lepew Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The NWO/WEF captured MSM and governments are sweeping this information under the rug. Just like

they are normalizing inflation.
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L. McFarland Writes L.’s Substack Sep 22

I think its less about obfuscating, more about bidding their time while the damage can be done.

Flooding the borders with millions of the new population is a piece of a puzzle, as the native

population is 'de-populated', they willl need warm bodies for the new AI powered digital machine

works they have set an infrastructure for. It doesnt matter if people die or are disabled, its about the

power to subvert the Constitution and the structure of our government. Depopulation is part of the

agenda, but they still need the garbage taken out, the cocktails brought to the tables.. Sorry to be so

blunt, but Ive been thinking about mostly this problem for several years..
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William Jeffreys Writes A Step Back Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

When I see these sorts of stories on Twitter there is always within the comments people maintaining

excess deaths are not up at all, it’s just another “conspiracy theory”. Since Ed Dowd and Naomi Wolf tend

to reference their sources, I’m inclined to believe those bleating “conspiracy theory” are paid shills, haven’t

been directly affected, or are in a state of denial.
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

A lot of normies are in total denial and get angry when we talk about excess deaths from the clot

shots.
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Quatervois Sep 21

Something that everyone needs to understand about "social media", is the fact that many accounts

are AI (artificial intelligence) and are there to challenge, bully, and confuse people. I'm not saying that

every account / person claiming that things like what Ed Dowd are reporting are "conspiracy theory"

are AI accounts, obviously, but many are. These AI accounts have the ability to read a story / posting,

form a response, and carry on an argument with you.

Isn't technology wonderful? 

🙄
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Truth Barbarian Sep 21

No, they're fools that believe their TV and also do no research beyond lamestream media sites.They

quote The New Yorker interviews as the brightest minds. It's sad. My former friends are some of them.

I don't even bother trying to show them or help them see anymore. They likely never will.
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Julie R. Neidlinger Writes Lone Prairie Blog Sep 21

"Show me the data!" I get from people.

No. I tried showing you for three years. I wrote a book about it. It had a recommended reading list.

I provided links in blog posts from back then. YOU REFUSED TO LOOK. You simply dismissed it

as "trumpfoxnewsconspiracybutfaucisays" and when your loved one drops dead unexpectedly,

this is why I'm having a hard time being shocked about it. You could have looked at some point

by now. The data is out there, if you bothered to try to find it.

"Show me the data!"

"Do you value your life? Truth? You'd already have found it by now."
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Geraint Hole Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I’m not surprised you were lost for words Naomi!! As a UK citizen the lack of enquiry into the excess deaths

my once proud free country now faces is both shameful and criminal!!! The UK health authorities and

statisticians are complicit in this big pharma scam!! Jaw dropping!!!
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BlazeCloude3 Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

HIGHLY DISTURBING!

Where are the people seeking I.V. EDTA Chelation Therapy through professionals to eradicate the body of

the contaminants...And, using it to maintain blood purity as well as the Supplementation Protocols advised

by any number of Doctors to deal with this Ai/Bioweapon defining the country 'AT UNDECLARED WAR'.
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Fred Wolf Sep 22

BlazeCloude3 and Dr. Wolf, I'm not joking and sorry to sound cynical but Im doing so for "our side":

Maybe the word should go out that right now an opportunity exists for future billionaires to stop

working on the "next Uber" and start working on a sound medical procedure for people to rid

themselves of this mRNA poison - I'm unjabbed but if I had gotten shots and boosters I'd be white
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knuckling it right about now. (They can call this new blood cleanse biz opportunity "Star Belly

Sneetch Inc."
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

It goes back to the bankers. They are using their $quadrillions to block the sun and stomp out

every effort to evade their death potion. At some point something critical to their success will

break. They won't be able to bribe or silence everyone long enough to finish the job. How many

of us conscious folks will be alive at that point is anyone's guess. But hopefully enough to build

something better.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 21 Author

Would that work?
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BlazeCloude3 Sep 21 · edited Sep 21

Dr. Ana Mihalcea is found on Substack documenting and informing of her research using 'Dark

Field Microscopy' with Dr. Joseph Sansone and others around the world. Been to my

Homeopathic/Allopathic DO with Hardcopies of her Documentation from Substack.

Organization found what was needed to verify replication possible with accurately reported

results.

I, and my whole family have now received this series of Therapy via I.V and use transdermal as

well as Enteric Oral EDTA Chelation five of every seven days. IT WORKS.

When we began; we used a sample group to determine viability and the Sample Slides indicate

minimal contamination following a Biweekly pattern without EDTA Chelation and none when

used as Dr. Mihalcea directed for this usual treatment for Metals Poisoning.

It is highly effective to produce and maintain purity when used in conjunction with Mineral

Supplementation as EDTA Chelation also binds valuable minerals for elimination; also as Dr.

Mihalcea originally advised.
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WouldHeBearIt Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf, I am convinced that we are nowhere near the peak of this iatrogenic plague. I believe that by 2030

most, if not all, the people who received the real vaccine (not just saline solution as a photo op) will be

gone and I believe that this was done by design.

Sorry, if I sound paranoid or defeatist about this. We're dealing with some very powerful, very evil

Malthusian sociopaths and I think that our Heavenly Father will need to take an active hand to prevent a

new dark ages from descending on mankind.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

The Power Delete bet the ranch on this rollout. There must be a decade of mRNA test data on

prisoner populations across the globe. What was done was done with much certainty. Yet, the

spraying and 5G deployment continue at fevered pace, so I am not sure how these toxic exposures

interact and reinforce each other.
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Napoleon Writes The Narrow Path Sep 22 · edited Sep 22

"I think that our Heavenly Father will need to take an active hand to prevent a new dark ages from

descending on mankind."

He already did - Omicron. Anybody that continues to take man-made poison bioweapon shots

deserves the consequences. God can only do so much. If we continue to ignore Him, that's on us.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

I won't say they deserve it. But my sadness for their departure will be less acute than it otherwise

would.
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WouldHeBearIt Sep 22

My wife thought the same thing.
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Cindy Sep 21

I don't want to agree with you but I have to be honest and say I think you could be right about 2030.

We are barely into the mid-term effects of the vaccines and look at what's happening. The long-term

effects are going to be a continuation of what's happening now. The mRNA is continuing to produce

spike proteins in the blood stream, and how long can people keep going while their bodies are battling

the constant Covid?

But I do disagree about deliberate genocide. I really think we're dealing with massive greed,

incompetence, and power-mongering. The result, unfortunately, is the same.
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WouldHeBearIt Sep 22 · edited Sep 22

I don't want you to agree with me, either. However, if you look at the climate change fanatics, the

animal rights activists and other like-minded people and listen to what they say, you see a

certain … animosity(?), towards people (who are not them, of course) in general. Additionally,

history teaches us that totalitarians generally seek, either deliberately or inadvertently, to reduce

world population. Hitler did it to give his "superior race" "breathing room". Stalin and Mao did it to

crush dissent or clear away those who they saw as obstructions on the way to creating the "New

Soviet Man". And, being a religious person, I see this behavior as inspiration from the Adversary,

who wants to make mankind "miserable like unto himself".

My own thoughts on that subject are, if you endorse the Malthusian concept that there are too

many people in the world, please feel free to act upon your beliefs but start with yourself first.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

You forgot the LGBTQP+ portion of the fifth column who knowingly or unknowingly worship

Moloch and his communist aspirations.
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FringeLunatic Sep 21

You need to read the writings of the WEF, specifically the books written by Klaus Schwab. They

lay it all out: It is a deliberate genocide and move towards trans-humanism. It is NOT a

"conspiracy theory", when the perpetrators are quite willing to document their efforts in

advance.
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Liz P. Sep 22

A reminder of what these psychopaths want and are actually saying and doing

https://thepeoplesvoice.us20.list-manage.com/track/click?

u=03adde8baeffb7b9b558e17ca&id=abcf99c7a0&e=83132cc361
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WouldHeBearIt Sep 22

I have not personally read their writings so I can't really comment on what they believe. All

my knowledge on the WEF is, pretty much, second hand. I have read part of the Kissinger

report on population and some of the writings of Malthus and understand their thinking so

I'm fairly certain that the WEF is pushing these sorts of things. But it's all in the name of

power. These people have "gained the whole world and lost their souls" to paraphrase the

Scripture. So regardless of what they're doing, it's all for them to gain and maintain their

power. As the famous quote goes:

"Good intentions will always be pleaded for every assumption of authority.

It is hardly too strong to say that the Constitution was made to guard the people against the

dangers of good intentions.

There are men in all ages who mean to govern well, but they mean to govern –

they promise to be good masters, but they mean to be masters. "

~ Daniel Webster
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 21 Author

God forbid
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WouldHeBearIt Sep 22

I'm with you!
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leon fletcher Writes leon’s Substack Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I can't exactly remember the poet

(Maybe it was e.e cummings) who

Wrote of an armless ambidextrian,

Which sums up this situations to a tee:

We have the body of evidence; we have

A Foresenic timeline; we have the names

And locations of the players; we have

Enough documented money trails leading back to the culprits; we have the

The means to prosecute under the

Ricco act, the Nuemberg code, and the

Vienna convention which prescribes death by hanging of any and all who force Experimental drugs and

medical treatments upon a unsuspecting

Populace who are coerced without

Their consent to comply under legal

And financial penalties. And we have

The smoking gun and the millions of the

Maimed and murdered, including dead

Babies. BUT NOTHING IS HAPPENING,

may be the most horrible aspect of
Expand full comment
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Steff Williams Sep 21

Not e.e. cummings, but Archibald MacLeish, a poem appropriately entitled "The End of the World."

The End Of The World

Quite unexpectedly, as Vasserot

The armless ambidextrian was lighting

A match between his great and second toe,

And Ralph the lion was engaged in biting

The neck of Madame Sossman while the drum

Pointed, and Teeny was about to cough

In waltz-time swinging Jocko by the thumb

Quite unexpectedly to top blew off:

And there, there overhead, there, there hung over

Those thousands of white faces, those dazed eyes,

There in the starless dark, the poise, the hover,

There with vast wings across the cancelled skies,

There in the sudden blackness the black pall

Of nothing, nothing, nothing — nothing at all.
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Holly Rock Sep 21

Thanks, lovely. E.e. Cummings wrote one titled "now does our world descend", also appropriate

and timely.
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BlazeCloude3 Sep 21

The ARMED mega-millions of the United States were/are delusional to believe merely having the

weapons was enough to deter the Demons Wearing Human Being Suits.

The ARMED mega-millions forgot; they must be motivated to get-up off their lazy bums, to stand in

courage of conviction in Jesus Christ placing blood, limb and life on the line to USE THOSE ARMS

against the Demons Wearing Human Being Suits as 'Edgar Suits' in 'Men in Black' for anything to

REALLY MATTER.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

It is a mistake to wait for Trump to lead the charge, because he won't.
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BlazeCloude3 Sep 23

In this time of Surgical Strikes...The 'Charge' as you're viewing it is no longer the intelligent

method used to fight. The next time the Patriots stand...It's not as the Patriots vs. the Red

Coats or even as happening in Ukraine right now.
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Allan Malcolm MacRae Writes Allan’s Newsletter Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Please send this book announcement to everyone you know.

MURDER OF MULTITUDES: Covid And Climate Chronicles – The Big Cull

Allan Malcolm MacRae, – Amazon.com 75 pages, ~$10.

https://a.co/d/ej52O9s

“The ability to correctly predict is the best objective measure of scientific and technical competence.”

Our warnings and predictions on the Covid (March2020) and Climate (2002) frauds are the among the

earliest and most accurate in world literature.

These warnings, if heeded, would have saved trillions of wasted dollars and hundreds of millions of wasted

lives.

PROLOGUE

Imagine that you understood everything from the start, and warned everyone from March 2020 about the

Covid-19 plandemic / scamdemic:

NO harmful Lockdowns!

and

NO toxic Vaccines!

Nobody listened, trillions of dollars were wasted, tens of millions of people were killed by improper medical

treatment and the toxic Covid-19 "vaccines", billions more were vax-injured, and the carnage is far from

over…

That was my objective, my full-time mission since February 2020:

- to tell the truth, based on the facts; to save lives, millions of lives.

I published early, accurate information to try to protect everyone.

Nobody listened. I might have saved a handful of people.

- Allan MacRae, Calgary
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JustANobody Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Ed Dowd.. Just finished your book.. Oh wow! I have collections of them all (Books on Covid)In the coming

decades.. People will be stupified at the insanity!!
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Allan Malcolm MacRae Writes Allan’s Newsletter Sep 21

THE COVID CULL

In 2020, humanity was again violently assaulted, this time by the Covid-19 Lockdowns and “Vaccines”

scam. I correctly called this scam in Feb2020, within the first month of its public existence, and published

on 21Mar2020:

21March2020

“LET’S CONSIDER AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH:

Isolate Protect people over sixty-five and those with poor immune systems and return to business-as-

usual for people under sixty-five.

This will allow “herd immunity” to develop much sooner and older people will thus be more protected AND

THE ECONOMY WON’T CRASH.”

Six months later world experts published the same recommendations in the Great Barrington Declaration.

On 8Jan2021 I wrote government representatives and media and strongly advised:

”The Covid-19 vaccine developments were rushed and are not proven safe or effective and should NOT be

taken, especially by the low-risk population - those under-65 or recovered from Covid-19. The two

experimental Covid-19 vaccines that contain mRNA (Pfizer and Moderna) are especially risky – due to

unknown future side-effects, the risk-to-reward is far too high for the low-risk group.”

Two years later the Surgeon General of Florida made the same recommendation.

I first published this graph in 2021 – IMPORTANT: there was no major increase in Total Deaths in Alberta to

1Jul2020, the end of the first Covid-19 flu season. That means NO real pandemic!

Total Deaths are typically much greater in the Winter flu season every year.

The reason there was NO significant total death increase in Alberta in the 12 months from 1Jul2019 to

30Jun2020, the first “Covid-19 flu year”, was because competent Alberta physicians practiced early

treatment. Pre-Covid 2017-2018 was a worse flu-year than Covid flu-year 2019-2020 for total deaths.

This proves that the Covid-19 illness was not a dangerous plague, was not fatal to the general population

and the panicked over-reaction to Covid-19 was wrong, and needlessly cost trillions of dollars and millions

of lives.

NO EXCESS DEATHS MEANS NO REAL DANGEROUS COVID-19 PANDEMIC!

The Covid-19 “vaccines” were deployed in Alberta in Jan2021. There was a large increase in total deaths

for all ages AFTER the toxic Covid-19 injections were deployed.

The big increase in Total Deaths happened by 1H2021 and was caused by the toxic Covid-19 “vaccines”.

There is credible evidence that this carnage was not an error, but was known to insiders in advance.

Based on total Alberta total deaths:

Deaths attributed to the toxic Covid-19 “vaccines” in 2021 & 2022 totaled 98,000 Canadians to end

2022, increasing to 145,000 by end2023. Justin, Jagmeet and their corrupt leftist cohorts have now killed

more Canadians than the 105,000 lost in WW1 & WW2.

Based on USA total deaths:

Incompetent, late Covid-19 treatment, Remdesivir and ventilators caused ~530,000 mostly-preventable

American deaths in 2020. The toxic Covid-19 “vaccines” caused an additional ~1.1 million American

deaths in 2021 and 2022, equal to all the deaths in all of America’s wars back to 1776. The death toll in the

USA from the mismanagement of the Covid-19 illness and the toxic Covid-19 “vaccines” totaled ~1.6

million to end 2022, and it is far from over.

Based on total England and Wales deaths, I ran an approximate analysis and calculated total British Covid-

19 vax-caused deaths in 2021 and 2022 of 172,000. I posted that message at Metro.UK and it was

censored after one day.

On 9Feb2023, based on Alberta total deaths, I calculated 12.9 million deaths worldwide caused by the

toxic Covid-19 “vaccines” and this total was independently confirmed by Rancourt et al based on

Australian and Israeli total death data. I estimated that total vax-caused deaths would increase to 19

million by end2023. These totals exclude Covid-19 vax-caused-deaths in China, India and Russia.

In the Western world, the Covid-19 vax-caused death toll increases by ~500,000 per month. Globally,

including China, India and Russia, total vax-caused-deaths increase by approx. one million per month. I

estimate approx. 40 million vax-caused-deaths globally by the end of 2023… and so it goes. These Covid-

19 vax-caused-deaths will continue for many years.

IMPORTANT: Video of Denis Rancourt’s interview by the National Citizens’ Covid-19 Inquiry.

Denis Rancourt expert testimony National Citizens Inquiry - Ottawa 17 May 2023 (odysee.com). It is

excellent! Rancourt also states: NO REAL PANDEMIC!

https://odysee.com/@DenisRancourt:e/Denis-Rancourt-expert-testimony-NCI-Ottawa-17-May-2023:4

Since Nov2022 I have advocated simple, over-the-counter worldwide treatments of the vaxed that would

save millions of lives.

My initial posts on this book summarize the important points of these global scams. Subsequent chapters

include my many letters to politicians and media who were complicit in these crimes against humanity.

Nuremberg 2.0!

Best regards to all, Allan MacRae, Calgary
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CMCM Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Truly astounding figures that are hard to digest. And relatively few seem to know about this.
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Kandy W. Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Oh my God, just listened to this interview with Ed. I had chills through the whole interview. I have a friend

who is 42 years old, and she was perfectly healthy before the vaccines rolled out, but now she is totally

disabled and the doctors keep adding on new diseases to her diagnoses. I have been sending her healing

energy and praying for her, but I am also angry and grief-stricken at the utter depravity that led to this

Covid Clusterf**k. I don't know anyone personally who has been jabbed that has gotten off scot free. Most

people stopped after a dose or two because of how they reacted to it. Thank you, Naomi and Ed, for what

you do. You help give me the courage to keep telling the truth no matter how uncomfortable it is.
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Lisa Sep 21

I was at a family gathering and a young cousin was discussing whether to get a booster. I gently

discouraged it (I wonder if I was too polite), but the rest of the group was obviously on the other side.

She did get one and had some type of brain aneurysm. Treated but she is only in her late twenties. My

partner’s sister died of some weird vascular issue—she was slim and very fit and had been in a

triathlon a few years ago. I am haunted by the memory of her young adult children crying hysterically
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at her funeral.
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Kandy W. Sep 22

How do we break through the obvious mind control and get to the soul? How do we talk about

something that is so heinous and disturbing that even I have a hard time wrapping my mind

around it still?

LIKE (2) REPLY (3) SHARE

Liz P. Sep 22

You have to speak loudly and be blunt with someone who is considering getting a jab /

booster. This is life or death. You can preface it by saying, "Pardon me for being blunt but

thus is a matter of life or death. I am telling you that you CANNOT take another booster

under any circumstances or you drop dead from blot clots or develop a turbo cancer and be

dead within a year!" These people have very thick skulls and they won't listen unless

someone scares them straight. You may lose a friend or relative but you will also lose them

if they die or have their limbs amputated, etc., etc..

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Steghorn21 Sep 22

I wouldn't waste your energy, Kandy. These people are beyond reach. Only dire reality will

awaken them, and maybe not even that.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Lisa Sep 22

This atmosphere of harsh silence is creepy and new to me. I think moving people one by

one by tiny increments is at least something. Even posting comments where the other type

of view is prevalent may help, such as the New York Times, Washington Post etc. They have

thousands of readers and it may reach some.
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CMCM Sep 21

People like your friend are demonstrating what happens when the human immune system is

effectively disabled or even destroyed.
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Tom Sep 21

Munchausen by Fauci
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Steveo Sep 21

👆
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Liz P. Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I think that these initial deaths since the rollout are the sudden deaths (blood clots, micro clots,

myocarditis, etc.) and turbo cancers. However, I think the million newly disabled people will also die

prematurely because I think this will be similar to AIDS, which isn't really caused by a virus but a highly

compromised immune system. Those newly disabled people will die prematurely, similar to how AIDS

patients wasted away within a short period of time or caught a cold or flu and couldn't weather it and

succumbed to pneumonia. According to Dr Judy Mikovits, the symptoms of AIDS (the sores, losing weight,

etc) were just what happens to you in the last weeks or months before you die of old age. I have no medical

background whatsoever, but I think the numbers of deaths will accelerate.
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Kelly Writes Kelly’s Substack Sep 22

Yes, but getting multiple infections of Covid is also depleting T cells and creating VAIDS.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 21 Author

God forbid but that sounds possible. We have to find cures.
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Susan J. Sep 21

You won't find cures in allopathic medicine. After all, that is behind the deaths and injuries.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

gigibelser@www.gigibelser.com Sep 21

AIDS is also a bioweapon. Fauci had his hand in this one as well. See Dr Milkovits ,to whom you refer.

She describes her events with him....Yes-- SARS (HIV) apparently in these current bioweapons as

well and will develop within the body system in time.
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Steveo Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

All viruses have a us patent, and fauci has aids/hiv.
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gigibelser@www.gigibelser.com Sep 21

Correct
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Wikihospitals Writes Wikihospitals’s Newsletter Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I went to the memorial last night of a beautiful, vibrant hard working and successful 33 year old woman

who 'died suddenly' after her 5th jab. No one even mentioned mentioned her dead as being shocking,

unexpected or outrageous. Instead, people (sheep) speculated whether she had killed herself after a

mental illness, or had taken a drug over dose.

Every time I had seen this woman (a waitress and co owner of a local hotel) over the past 3 years I

reminded her "don't take the jab. It's killing people". She just smiled vaguely, and kept on servicing

customers. Jess was fit, trim, loved her family and had just started a new relationship. She had everything

in the world to live for. But she would not listen to my repeated warnings.

In protest I wore a T shirt with the cover of Ed Dowd's book printed on the back and front to her memorial. I

baled up every person I could find to talk about the vaccines, and wrote in her memorial book stats about

the rise in mortality since the vaccines were mandated. But apart from a few friends who are 'awake' and

came to mourn this beautiful woman, nobody in the crowd of over 200 people was even interested.

Another nurse friend who had know this woman for over 15 years, rang me after the event and screamed

with rage and grief. We both came to several conclusions.

We in the West have produced an entire generation of spoilt and naive people who have never known

suffering, brutality and war. They are walking blindly into genocide, and don't seem to even care. Those of

us who (for what ever reason) have suffered violence, poverty, abuse, picked this plandemic bullshit from

day 1.

It's not just that an entire generation is being murdered. It's that they just don't have the street wise to

heed the repeated warnings about the vaccines being experimental and highly dangerous. They just

blindly accept everything the government/Facebook/TV tells them.

Those that do survive this genocide will never trust anyone, and will always understand that the world is a

very dangerous place. And that's a good way to be.
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Lisa Sep 21

I just was discussing this with my partner. We both grew up under rather horrific circumstances. His

father was a violent abusive alcoholic, and I had severe chronic illness. When the pandemic came,

neither of us even considered believing the hype. We were ostracized but also not unused to that.

Now we seem like some of the few people who displayed sanity. So I wonder if starting out as outliers

was what made the difference.
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Jonathan Ramsay Sep 21

The speculation surrounding the drug overdose was absolutely correct but that’s most likely not in the

way the speculators meant.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 21 Author

How awful. My condolences
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CMCM Sep 21

My 70 year old brother had prostate cancer at 53, treated and has been in remission for 17 years. He's

extremely left in politics, a climate fanatic, but because of his prior cancer I believe he was frightened

into getting the jabs for that reason and I couldn't dissuade him. He got 3 shots in 2021, and thus far

hasn't been seemingly affected.....yet (at least, nothing that he admits to me). What I observe with him

is that he DOES now at least partially understand some of the truth because he has stated he will not

get further boosters. However, what I also see is that the stark reality of what he may have done to

himself because of his prior fear is a frightening thing to contemplate....therefore he just doesn't allow

himself to discuss it. I suspect many people are in the same boat....it must be horrifying to realize you

may have signed your own death warrant through succumbing to fear and hysteria. It all may be less

about being wrong and more about not wanting to face what you have done to yourself.
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Fred Wolf Sep 21 · edited Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wikihospitals, yours was literally the best comment regarding the plandemic I've ever read, and your

continuing fight to get the word out inspirational. I think I agree with your conclusion about the street

wise, but I feel like it might be more than just that, although my sociopathic father helped me along

towards your conclusion, and my brother, 2 years younger, sees it all clearly as well... but I still wonder

how or why a few of us saw it so clearly early on, while the majority have been bleating little sheep

(sometimes I can't help the name calling because my long time friends have been so blindly

obstinate; but comments like yours help me persevere as I try to show/prove/convince my large but

thinning group of friends that they've been conned by what, perhaps, started with simple

incompetent greed but then morphed when a Cabal saw an opportunity to put Evil's playbook into

play, or maybe it was the other way around, because I remain too suspicious of simple explanations

like Mass Formation Hypnosis, I feel like there must be something bigger at play, as there's been too

much willful blindness... maybe it's nanotechnology, brain chemicals, whatever, because the zombie-

like behavior is too ubiquitous, and hopefully concise great comments like yours will also become

more prevalent as we continue the fight.
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Wikihospitals Writes Wikihospitals’s Newsletter Sep 21

Thanks. This is such a big topic.

'Cotton wool kids', 'helicopter parents', these phrases and the book The Coddling of the

American Mind https://www.amazon.co.jp/-/en/Greg-Lukianoff/dp/0735224897 all refer to a

problem that has been growing quietly for decades.

In general the post war era has seen an escalation of a welfare state with an emphasis on

'protecting' people from hard times. Free healthcare, public education, public housing, free

school milk... This is the world the baby boomers built, and we have to face the consequences.

In particular children have been increasingly pampered by older parents who have smaller

families, living in flat type accomodation without an extended family to spend time talking to

kids, and passing on skills and history lessons.

Instead of fighting with siblings and running around the streets until dark, todays kids are playing

with clean toys and gameboy. Bad for their immune system, bad for their 'street cred', bad for

their physical strength. No wonder they couldn't pick the plandemic.

Moving forward, there will be very little welfare. The West is facing an economic meltdown

(which is behind a lot of the current craziness) and pensions along with government programs

will mostly disappear. The CBDC is fake money and I don't believe it will last. Martin Armstrong

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/ predicts by 2030 governments around with world will

collapse due to popular uprisings and total loss of faith in corrupt politicians. He says Schwab

tried to steal his computer predictions and that his 'Agenda 2030' is just a rip off of his

Armstrong's computer models. Armstrong also says that Schwab et al will fail. Nothing can stop

the cycle of history.

I think it's up to us to start building a new world now. Home schooling with a return to learning

history and hard science. Raising kids in communities/extended families. Living out of cities,

much closer to nature and animals (they calm people down, are great with kids and exposure to

their bugs is good for our immune system). Women used to manage most first aid in the home.

I'm trying to set up a first aid course online to reteach forgotten skills. We've all got something to

contribute.

Let's start building a better future, today.
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Fred Wolf Sep 22

Wiki, Every word you typed in this comment is music to my ears (eyes?), I've needed to see

this laid out by anyone but myself to get my objective thoughts, but never imagined I'd see

it so articulately laid out (I'm a writer by trade and lately I've been dropping in hints of these

"new normal" problem

areas w/o bogging down my overall stories). I'll be checking into finding the book today, thx

for the info
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gigibelser@www.gigibelser.com Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

good for you...it's worth the effort. You may save a life. If folks get the cures soon enough from Dr.

McCullough's work- they can hopefully turn this long list of adverse affects around for

them..depending on their batch , more than one booster. etc.
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Kimberly Graciano Writes Kimberly’s Substack Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You both are heroes in my book! I bet you don’t want to even be seen this way, but I do see you guys this

way, and you both make me, (and I bet MANY MORE THAN MYSELF ) try every day to figure how we can

get as many through these times, and work towards it in our ways..I don’t know what total success we will

have, but at the same time as we see those awful stats, we also notice MANY have been jolted awake,

whether have taken the biotech weapon or not! That is something that was a SNAIL CRAWL before now,

which means THE BAD GUYS ARE MAKING BLUNDERS...BLUNDERS EQUAL FAILS...So, chin up...and

let’s keep warming...
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Cindy Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

We saw the increase in U.S. insurance "excess" deaths among working-age people in 2021--up 40%,

especially after Biden's mandates.

Your work is extremely important, along with Dr. Robert W. Malone's. The truth needs to come out.

But I'm looking to the future and we need to start figuring out how we're going to take care of all the people

sickened by the poison, especially since our health-care system is already crumbling and everyone who

works in a hospital was forced to get vaxxed.

I made the following comment yesterday on Dr. Malone's Substack and I think it fits what you wrote:

The British elites and their minions stomped on the American colonials and had no idea of the

consequences.

The French elites and their minions stomped on the French hoi polloi and had no idea of the

consequences.

The Russian elites and their minions stomped on their fellow and sister Russians and had no idea of the

consequences.

And now the elites and their minions are stomping on everyone else and have no idea of the

consequences.

The revolution has started. And it is gaining momentum.
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

Cindy, you're a better human than I am. I have no intention of taking care of anyone who took the

death shots. Along with many others here in Switzerland, I campaigned long and hard against the

Covid insanity and was physically assaulted, had things thrown at my house, my kids attacked, and

lost a lot of my income. I really don't care what happens to the jabbed. They handed enormous power

to the greatest bunch of psychopaths since Hitler and Stalin and went a long way towards destroying

our freedoms. Screw them.
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 21

Clearly, they do not respect the sanctity of life.

https://drp314.substack.com/p/the-sanctity-of-life
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Danny Huckabee Sep 21

I don't travel internationally anymore so I don't have your perspective. I agree that communism is taking

over the world: they don't call themselves communists. Rather, as the late, great Vaclav Havel said, they

call themselves environmentalists, or progressives. I don't agree that Trump is controlled opposition

because the tremendous efforts the Dems and the RINOS who are C.O. are exerting to destroy him, and his

family, and anyone around them. It's all quite extraordinary. The only thing they haven't done yet is kill him,

like they did Lincoln, and Garfield, and tried to do to Ford. Give them time.

Danny
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Sep 22

It’s all in the banking new fiat currency https://educate-

yourself.org/cn/makownewworldordercommunism09mar13.shtml

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Sep 22

https://educate-yourself.org/cn/makownewworldordercommunism09mar13.shtml
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Johnny-O Sep 21

Where does 5G fit into all of this? Is it only the jabs or is it a combination?
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New Health Paradigm Writes New Health Paradigm Substack Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My 2 cents........ For the most part EMF pollution is causing chronic ill health, suffering and disability....

rather than excess mortality. It was doing this long before 2020 so the effects are not going to really

show up year on year, although with the exponential rise in wireless infrastructure and gadgets we are

seeing a corresponding epidemic in microwave sickness / EHS.

Microwave poisoning symptoms perfectly match those that have been labelled 'long covid' (fatigue,

headaches, vertigo, buzzing and tingling sensations, electric sensations, heart arhythmias, blood

disorders etc).... but it's also true that the vax causes overlapping symptoms too (they are both forms

of poisoning).

Obviously the vax is causing unbelievable carnage.... but it's also true that blaming everything on the

vax takes the heat off wireless pollution. The fact is they are BOTH toxic.

One thing which can't be overlooked is the effect of wireless pollution on insects and birds (and

increasingly large birds and even small mammals too). EMF is decimating populations and birds

dropping out of the sky en masse is now a common phenomenon (the new normal).

Do a search for Diana Kordas and the Greek island of Samos. She did a study on insects and birds

after 4g and 5G towers. It's as heartbreaking as the vax stories. The island is being sterilised and

there's no agriculture so it's not pesticides. A German study also found 76% declines in insects. Bees

are officially extinct in several US states now.

There have been a trend of people getting seriously sick and even dying at concerts and festivals,

with symptoms of extreme microwave poisoning. Glastonbury 2019 and Astroworld 2021 are two that

have no other plausible explanation. The worry is that these were tests for some of the more esoteric

5G frequencies (such as 60GHz), with plausible deniability(drugs, crowd surges etc).

If the same frequencies were deployed in cities around the world we might well see people passing

out in the street, unable to breathe, dying of cardiac arrest etc. If this was blamed on a new 'virus' it

would make fools of the 'covid skeptics' and would no doubt be used to justify more power grabs,

another round of lockdowns and vaccines - probably forced this time.

So spreading awareness of wireless pollution is crucial to avoid such a scenario.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 21 Author

OMG
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CMCM Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I watched a Bret Baier interview with Mohammed Bin Salman (Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia) last

night. MBS mentioned 6G.....I don't know if that was an error and he meant 5G, but just imagine

how much worse 6G may be if it's on the horizon.
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New Health Paradigm Writes New Health Paradigm Substack Sep 22

I think 6G is supposed to be well into the terrahertz range (between microwaves and visible

light) but 5G also extends to that range. Some people claim 6G is more of a marketing

thing, and perhaps even a way to minimise the quantum leap that 5G is. If everyone is

talking about how bad 6G will be they are already subconsciously accepting 5G (Hegelian

dialectic).

(ex military environmental officer) Lena Pu points out that 5G should really be called 297G

because 5G is opening up the entire MW spectrum in one go, instead of adding on another

narrow frequency bandwidth like previous generations did.

The point being ...... 5G is already a quantum leap in terms of extending the frequencies

AND increasing the microwave pollution (densification) AND adding new transmitters to

fire focused beams of microwaves like a laser beam (phased array technology), instead of

the old system which acted more like a conventional radio tower.

The planet (including humans) cannot endure 3G, 4G which is already an unsustainable

level of pollution. 5G is just overkill ..... although it may be necessary to bring the issue into

public consciousness (we can only hope).

5G / 6G is supposed to be all about turning the planet into a giant supercomputer where

every object, every person and every system (transport etc) is connected to AI in real time.

They want to turn the physical world into a digital/ virtual equivalent which will overlap onto

the real world (virtual/ augmented reality). It's the end goal of the technocrats and

transhumanists who basically want to replace everything natural with a synthetic / artificial

equivalent (synthetic biology, artificial intelligence etc).

Obviously they are completely insane and have a serious 'god complex'... but to be fair so
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Obviously they are completely insane and have a serious 'god complex'... but to be fair so

are most wireless consumers. Everyone is addicted to their smart phone because it gives

them god-like powers. The billionaire technocrats are the same, except with near infinite

resources to turn the entire planet into their own 'smart device' (smart city).

The way to overthrow the technocrats Orwellian control grid is to overthrow our own

addiction to smart tech (to overthrow our own 'inner technocrat'). I see it as an internal

(spiritual) battle. Can we give up our toxic gadgets to save our own health and the

environment? If not then we kind of deserve to be enslaved and turned into cyborgs living

in smart cities on a dead planet ....

Sorry that turned into a bit of a rant .... so yeah, 5G / 6G is all much of a muchness..

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

JustANobody Sep 21

That's why Oct 4th EBS scares me!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Paul Vonharnish Sep 21

Hello New Health Paradigm: Yes. The majority refuse to address the root cause of autoimmune

dysfunction >>> (electromagnetic poisoning) <<< because they're psychologically invested.

Avoidance of the truth will continue to pound nails into man's collective coffin, until every living

creature on the planet is quite dead.

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

Johnny-O Sep 21

Well stated, great points!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Tarheel77 Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Heartbreaking.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Adam Writes The Thermopylae Blues Sep 21 · edited Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So many innocent, trusting people so grievously harmed by greedy psychopaths. It's like seeing some

brute kick a puppy. It breaks my heart -- and evokes my rage.
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John William Corcoran Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I am in the UK, and it is a reflection of the MSM here that it takes Ed Dowd (and Dr Wolf) to expose what is

happening here. There are groups and publications here which do highlight these matters but they are

silenced and 'rubbished'. We are slow to wake up here in my view, a kind of head in the sand apathy. I

believe many of our politicians are aware what is happening, but possibly not the actual level of corruption

and are afraid of consequences if they 'blow the whistle' Andrew Bridgen MP has bravely spoken out but

is ostracised by his peers. There are groups which give him a platform but he is viewed with suspicion.

The Lampedusa comments are pertinent which also affect Europe and the USA. I seriously wonder, as

some have suggested, that a more serious pathogen will be introduced which necessitates civil measures

previously adopted by the Covid regulations including mRNA vaccines? Dr Yeadon suspects a

depopulation agenda which is a dark but realistic thought.
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TOM SIEBERT Writes A Wrinkle In Tom Sep 21

“I’m not some B-movie villain. Do you seriously think I’d explain my Master-stroke if there remained the

slightest chance of you affecting its outcome? I’ve already done it.”
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Danny Huckabee Sep 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yes, but he trusted his advisers, Fauci, Birx, Collins, and the rest, at the CDC, FDA, and NIH, to give him

accurate information and advice. My issue with President Trump is that the evidence is now crystal clear

about the Wuhan/mRNA injections and the disaster that's befallen us and the world and he only recently

stopped taking credit for Warp Speed. But that's more of a character flaw, his ego, than anything malicious,

corrupt, or evil, which is what those who made the virus, then the injections, and are still lying about them,

are doing.

Danny
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

If an ordinary schlub like me could use the internet to research mRNA jabs and how dangerous they

are, why couldn't he? Fauci's corruption and ties to Big Pharma, as well as his role in the AIDS fiasco

were an open secret. Trump did a lot of good things and we should be forever be grateful to him for

forcing the evil SOBs out into the open, but he screwed up massively over the jab.
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Great Reflect Writes The Here And Now Sep 21

Don’t make excuses for Trump. I was a huge supporter of his, believing he was going to take down the

evil Deep State. But a recent trip to Peru has convinced me otherwise.

Here’s why: the world has changed remarkably. I’ve been traveling to Peru for 25 years and this is the

first time I’ve seen the Great Reset drastically changing their culture—and not for the better. It is too

late to turn back the clock. Communism is here worldwide.

I now believe Trump is simply controlled opposition. His job is to pretend to oppose the Deep State,

meanwhile the world has been irrevocably altered while we were digging in and fighting the “bad

people.” The world is so incredibly changed you can never turn back the clock. Way, way, too late.

There is very little chance Trump is not part of the elites. I travel for a living. I see what’s happening all

over the world.

Trump keeps us focused on opposition while the world has been transformed right before our very

eyes.

We humans are so gullible.
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

I disagree that he's controlled opposition. He's just not very clever and didn't have the political

smarts and power to take on the Deep State. And he never learns from his errors.
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CMCM Sep 21

I honestly don't know what to think about Trump anymore. First of all, he IS an elite and due to his

wealth and position he has moved in elite circles forever. That said, I can state without a doubt

that my life and everyone's life that I know was far, far better under Trump than it is now under

Biden, so I'm not dismissing that fact.

I'm puzzled about Trump's continuing stance on the vaccines. I could have argued in the past

that he was overwhelmed by his position and he had to take advice from those around him,

including Fauci. He couldn't have come into the Presidency knowing everything about

everything and everyone, no one could do that. There are thousands of entrenched and long-

held positions within the bureaucracy, and he was forced to place initial trust in most of them.

However, given what has transpired since early 2020, and given how much all of us with no

position or power now know about the fraud of covid and the vaccines, I don't understand why

Trump isn't now frankly and openly discussing how he was lied to, played and tricked about it all,

if indeed that is the case. Why he keeps defending his covid actions is odd and inexplicable.

There is so much we do not know, unfortunately.
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rowantree Sep 21

Unfortunately I believe you are right. And I'm afraid that DeSantis, as much as I want to believe

he is sincere, is just a little too conveniently placed. Same thing with Vivek Ramaswamy. The only

candidate I have real hope for is RFK Jr and I know he'll never be allowed to win...
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Fred Wolf Sep 21

GF, I disagree with your Trump conclusion because if you see how it is in Peru, imagine the same

forces at play in the rest of the world, with 7.7 billion people and huge corporations with eyes on

China, and Iran, and England and Germany and Japan and California, and Ukraine lies as Russia

continues to dominate and we push

towards nuclear conflict, and oil nations stronger as we pretend oil

is our enemy and US currency close to collapse, as fake climate change agendas in the US and

WEF gatherings make billions for the few, and over 7 million illegals pouring in and shipped

around the US with zero mention of nazi-like vaccine mandates for illegals but our armed forces

collapsing in the night, and swirling prison cultures in blue city streets and the epic disaster of

Obama's third term with the zombie Biden mocking the US around the world, suppressing facts

and urging on lies about "perfect Afhani pullouts" and so, so, so much more disaster... why do

some people still obsess over Trump 3 years later?
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Johnny-O Sep 21

Precisely. A moron like me with a computer was able to see through the plandemic very early on,

but the eight dimensional chess wizard who was going to crush the swamp could not, and was

dumb enough to believe the medical cartel? Wake up folks.
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rickrolled Writes rickrolled’s Substack Sep 21

I fear that this message is too little, too late. Will people pay attention? More importantly, will they demand

justice for themselves & the perpetrators?
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Michael Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

How long before the “the strong and empathetic political leadership” (according to Harvard Kennedy

School) of the likes of the former PM of New Zealand who spoke to the UN and was well received there

when saying: “free speech is a weapon of war and censorship is needed to protect free speech,” silences

people like Ed Dowd? Not long, I fear. I don’t see any more people aware in my circles. Most are more

adamant.
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William Robert Keeney Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The real Jeremiah was ignored too.
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AJR Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So based on my understanding and Learnings from the get go, these “time delayed” safe and effective,

unknown substance injections, are doing exactly what those people in power wanted to see happen! I’m

not being sarcastic, oh they’re “safe and effective” for those in power! For those in power, their end game!

They’re working “as promised”! Perfectly so! How much data is needed? How many lives must be

destroyed? This saddens me to the point where I’ve never been so angry at the evilness and incredible

amount of complacency or shall I say, “go along to get along” MSM and doctors, pharmacists anyone with

half a brain who choose to look the other way!

AJR
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CMCM Sep 21 · edited Sep 21

Very early on I read someone who stated that within a couple of years the damaging effects of the

vaccines would start to become apparent, and that within 5 years all who took them would be dead.

Possibly it was Geert Vanden Bossche? I just can't remember who it was because it was so early in

the whole thing, but while I found the 5 year prediction too extreme to believe at the time I read it, now

I'm beginning to wonder. We who are aware have been watching the strange deaths and taking notice

of them. Now it seems like a veritable flood of deaths....not just turbo cancers and sudden illnesses,

put formerly healthy people just dropping dead suddenly or in their sleep. The mainstream still don't

appear to be aware of this. I guess it has to happen to them personally, yet in so many cases those

people don't connect the dots yet either.
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Kelly Writes Kelly’s Substack Sep 22

Geert believes that the vaxxed who did not get Covid before getting vaxxed will develop severe

disease and possible death when a highly virulent variant appears possibly this winter. He has

short, easy to understand videos on his YouTube page to help educate the public on this. So, as

well as injuries and death from the vax itself, people who had 2 or more jabs before they had a

natural infection will not fight off a highly virulent variant that he believes is coming soon. They

should be taking antivirals profelactically.
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AJR Sep 22

It is so obvious what these “WACKADOS” are trying to do. ADE or as it’s called, Antibody

Dependent Enhancement, was known from years past, Fauci, that little puke, who by the

way made an estimated $300 million from these planned collapse, spoke about it years

ago. He also spoke about it when this all started. He was worried about it causing problems!

Ya think? He knows darn well once the immune system is compromised and our God given

natural immunity would be destroyed by these “FRANKENSHOTS”, and I’m quoting Dr

Francis Boyle who coined the term, for what he thinks about these shots, any normal caring

person would have stopped this mass murder! Mass disabling and maiming poison! But no

no no, not Fauci or anyone else looking forward to the great profit opportunity! It’s beyond

sickening, sadly so many people forget in such a short amount of time it makes me wonder

if people or either that stupid or that uncaring or have they been mentally compromised

through various ways I’m watching coming to life? This is beyond the realm of evil, if anyone

can imagine that? Somehow, someway all of us must work together and tackle each of the

individuals and followers who continue to “toe the line”!

AJR
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AJR Sep 21

Also, I forgot to mention, and there’s an awful amount that of evidence to support all I’ve been

reading and learning right here on Substack. Is the fact that, it’s not just the vaccinated people

who are dying and or becoming disabled, no not at all, another Dr on Substack has been looking

at live blood of both vaccinated and unvaccinated patients, to no surprise everyone in one way

or another is being infected with, God knows! Dr Ana and others have been showing the

nanotechnology / nanotubes etc which her patients are presenting. I do believe the attack on the

world is obviously coordinated to the extent, no insurance CEO’s except one I have read about,

are speaking about the cataclysmic event called Covid, which has increased death and disability

payouts never before seen! That means, IMO, there’s a whole lot more destruction and death

than we may ever know! I also believe this is far worse than what Hitler did! Far,far more

damaging! This is the entire populace being attacked at once! It’s awfully sad, and is angering

many, many people. I do believe WE as a species need to work and learn together, gather what

we learn and pass along to those who want to know. I simply believe if we work this way we can

overcome the enormous evil perpetrator’s! I pray we can and I pray more we do! For our children

and our grandchildren and for humanity!

AJR

Specific group!
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

This is a soul level attack. I see people getting weak rather than angry. There may be more

people quietly resolved to say NO, but if Klaus has his way, we won't be able to feed our

families if we resist. What then?
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Kelly Writes Kelly’s Substack Sep 22

It is a holocaust. We need to call out to the Lord God (Yahweh) for mercy and salvation

through Jesus (Yeshua).

🙌
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AJR Sep 21

They don’t connect the dots because they won’t connect the dots! They are instructed to “toe

the line or carry the water” for those in power! Look up Ed Dowd’s numerous reports, they are

without doubt, startling and disturbing! Yes, I am 100% convinced these shots were developed

many years back and for a specific time and reason! I also am convinced these shots are

designed to “time release” to the point where, some die right away while others are disabled and

as time chugs on, more people begin to die and become disabled! As I follow Ed Dowd’s

reporting, especially this year, Naomi Wolfe interviewed Ed and you can watch her video, it’s

quite shocking, the numbers are not going down, quite the opposite, disability alone in the month

of June 2023 hit One Million, predominantly woman!

There’s an entire host of theories as to what’s happening and why. But the MSM will not show

nor talk about anything but “safe and effective”! It’s very easy to see if we open our eyes. There’s

overwhelming evidence today about the effects the past few years have had on Americans and

people of the world. The numbers don’t lie! Look at Ed Dowd’s work, if you haven’t already, you

will be shocked!

AJR
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Surviving the Billionaire Wars Writes Mary’s Newsletter Sep 21

"How many lives must be destroyed?"

Current population - N to be destroyed = 0.5 B

Per Georgia Guidestones
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 21

If that sort of depopulation occurs the powerful will be swept away in the chaos. I don't think

they realize that and think they can control it.
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

Exactly. They will fail. However, the question is, how many of us will they take down with

them?
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Surviving the Billionaire Wars Writes Mary’s Newsletter Sep 21

My guess it was planned to happen slowly over at least a decade. Agenda 2030.

1st up, sick elderly. Last, the jabs sterilizing youth.

Their mistake is they're not as smart as they do think they are. Clever, but not smart.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

I am not believing in any rosy outcomes until I see them for myself.
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Surviving the Billionaire Wars Writes Mary’s Newsletter Sep 23

I've said this for a long time & read it (here?) the other day.

They will lose due to combined hubris & stupidity. The only question is how many

they take down with them.
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

True. These are the same idiots who thought they could beat Putin.
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 21

Certainly not wise, anyway. And they definitely underestimate the intelligence of the

populace.
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 21

Also, I agree about the slow plan thing, but I think they don’t realize that it would

likely spin out of control. They are not really that smart.
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hugo miller Sep 20

"A Swiss study found an incidence of “mild myocarditis” of 2.8 per cent per 100,000. " Dr Naomi - you are

a superb journalist, but dare I suggest you are less accomplished as a mathematician? ;) I presume the

above phrase means 'an incidence of 2.8% in a study of 100,000 cases', rather than '2.8 per hundred per

hundred thousand' as stated, which is a confusing if not contradictory expression?
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Bernd Michalski Writes We the populists Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Ed has been speaking about this kind of "signals" for some time now, so I'm not all that surprised about the

phenomenon and its amplitude. Not sure if I should feel surprised about the establishment's utter denial of

the problem. Probably you cannot really expect folks in government or corporate world to come clean at

first, but it is mind-boggling that the legacy media, too, appear still as "disciplined" about the issue,

virtually without dissidents following what would imho be just basic journalistic instincts.

What may contribute to the difficulty of spreading awareness is the "numbers" quality of the basic

statistical substance. "Math" is a field where all too many people feel lost, due to their utter lack of

competence.

For instance, media people don't even seem to understand that a receding inflation doesn't mean prices

are "OK" again, it just means the price increase is temporarily less steep. It's a trivial example, but it does

demonstrate the underlying problem.

We need to find ways to make the numbers presented by Ed and others more easily understandable and

thus publicly effective.

And obviously, don't feel ashamed for your emotional reaction. Just shows you're a human being with a

soul and compassion.
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DR. THOMAS BART Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

In the beginning of 2022, the president of a german health insurance, who asked the governmental

institutions exactly about these things, was being fired. For those of you who understand german, here is

an MSM-Article https://www.aerztezeitung.de/Politik/Umstrittener-Bericht-ueber-Impfschaeden-BKK-

ProVita-entlaesst-Vorstand-Schoefbeck-427223.html

and here is a more critical appraise: https://www.tichyseinblick.de/daili-es-sentials/impfnebenwirkungen-

bkk-pro-vita-chef-entlassen/

Mainly functionaries of the medical associations were instrumental in the public shitstorm against him. It is

therefore not surprising to see what is happening with the anaylsis in this article. Deadly silence...
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therefore not surprising to see what is happening with the anaylsis in this article. Deadly silence...
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Gosho Writes Gosho’s Substack Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you, dear Naomi, for all your work.

Post-Corona we, in my opinion, cannot look for answers outside of us anymore. There are no "authorities"

out there anymore.

There ist ONLY one authority - namely God. He left a sparkle in each one of us, men and women, he

created us in his image, and he trusted us to keep our relation to him and he gave us the weapons of

thinking, concience and free will . Each one of us has to take his oder her o w n responsibility, and carry

their cross patiently; then they will be rewarded by God.

We get closer to God when, after being a while in silence or being near the "other" world, we listen to our

inner voice, to our intuition. So for practical reasons this IS our only authority. We have to look inside

ourselves and follow "the instructions", disregarding all distractions and fighting bravely and cleverly our

enemies. Even, and especially when, it means the end of a previous artificial, false life. Yes, we as himan

beings are all imperfect, but we can clean and strenthen our spirit und soul. So there ist ALWAYS hope to

choose and start doing the right thing - today.

Which you are bravely doing, and for which you are protected by higher invisible forces.

Greetings from the beatiful and everlasting Bulgaria,

Gosho

gosho.substack.com

PS: I apologize for the typos in my previous comment, on another topic. Have a nice day.

There ist only one authority: God. The closest thing to it is our inner voice, our intuition.
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NeverForget1776 Writes Never Forget 1776 b/c Men Fough… Sep 20

Naomi - I just want to take a mniute to recognize how beutiful you are. Even back in you're more involved

w/Democrats days I thought you were a sexy woman. I believe deep down that when a woman is prone to

unscrupolous sexual realtionships she is a woman to avoid and a woman like yoursel f always deserves

further research :)

My wife is still the most amazing woman on the net to me but you're a close second :)
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Robin Westenra Writes Seemorerocks Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I am feeling a despair, today that I have not felt before. Thank you, Naomi for your candor. It helps me to go

on.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

We need the sensitive ones to survive. Your sense of spiritual connectedness is a critical

counterweight to the Borg that is being thrust upon us.
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Kelly Writes Kelly’s Substack Sep 22

God allows things to happen to get our attention so we can return to Him and repent of our sins. He

loves us so much. Please read Psalm 91! 

🙌
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gigibelser@www.gigibelser.com Sep 21

Don't...pick up a sword in the inner worlds and fight....
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Gaz Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Imagine a lifeboat adrift on the boundless ocean, its supplies nearly exhausted. As days crawl by, the grim

reality becomes undeniable: resources are vanishing at an alarming rate, especially the increasingly scarce

fresh water. The initial unity among those on the boat crumbles into a chilling desperation. The weight of

survival bears down relentlessly, and an ominous dilemma emerges—how to allocate the dwindling

resources among the survivors.

In this harrowing crucible of life and death, a haunting question dominates: Can there be circumstances

where the only rational choice is the unthinkable act of sacrificing one life to sustain the others?

As desperation reaches its peak and hope wanes, ethical boundaries blur, and the haunting spectre of

survival at any cost takes hold. In this dire and nightmarish scenario, a heart-wrenching decision looms

large:

What will you do to ensure the survival of some, at the expense of others?

In a reality where it is resolutely believed, that humanity's survival hangs in the balance, the notion that

those in power might contemplate depopulation becomes less implausible.

Does anything explain Ed’s findings better than a covert depopulation program?
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Surviving the Billionaire Wars Writes Mary’s Newsletter Sep 21

"The love of money is the root of all evil" works pretty well for me.
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Gosho Sep 21

Hey Mary, it's not love.

It's just that the devil's temptation was too strong for these men and women. They have chosen

a false God and will pay, accordingly.

Money has a practical role in every society. But it should never rule the world. And money as a

means of exhange should be stable. That's why the crash of the fiat money is now near, really

near.

Greetings

Gosho
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Surviving the Billionaire Wars Writes Mary’s Newsletter Sep 21

KJV 1 Timothy 6:10
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Fred Wolf Sep 20 · edited Sep 20

Your "ethical boundaries" scenario might be plausible and begging a nightmarish decision on small

raft at sea, but there isn't a chance at this time on earth that anybody knows the truth about one

group's survival depending on another group's extinction, given the fact that not one news channel

can even nail tomorrow's weather. The same BTW goes for feigned obsessions with climate change

that seem to

always line up with their Wall Street portfolios and their prescient forward thinking investments in

exciting new technologies.
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Gaz Sep 21

Fred, the words “...In a reality where it is resolutely believed...” are not throw away words to

enhance the narrative. They are reference to the likes of the Kissinger era, and the ‘Good Club’

(billionaires worried about overpopulation). You really need to explore these matters. There has

been and continues to be serious considerations given about population control.
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Sheldon Kallevig Writes Sheldon’s Newsletter Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi,

I’m disappointed to see you holding back important truth in the name of money at such a time as this.

While it is true that the laborer is worthy of their pay, and you are entitled to collect money for your work,

we are in an unprecedented moment in history, whereby all may be in doubt.

If the current gang retain power in 24, we shall see the ushering in of a new barbarism never before seen in

this land. Then will begin a campaign of revenge and reprisal against political enemies. Everything we hold

dear will be in jeapardy and our money may well be worthless.

There will be no going back. These are exceptional times and money should be in the background, not

foreground. The Scriptures say: “Riches do not profit in the day of wrath, but righteousness delivers from

death.” Proverbs 11:4

When Esther was told by her uncle that she must act, that she must assume she was placed by

providence/God in her position of queen, and therefore must act decisively in faith that she was chosen for

just such an hour, she did not then send out her urgent appeal in two pieces: the first half free, but the

second for a fee. Her people were facing genocide! New Hamans have arisen in our times. The window of

time lying before us is about 14 months.

If anyone should know it, you should, that the Republic’s stakes rise to the stars! A question mark hovers

over whether we shall even make it to a free election. If we meet with success by ousting the usurpers &

the enablers, then have at it with your monetization. But the present hour AND your messages are too

important to withhold from non-payers.

Ultimately, our futures are in God’s hands. It is a time for the American people to pray as they have never

prayed before. Say all we can, do all we can, and pray all we can!
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

My Substacks are free to read. Paid subscribers allow me to do this work.
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Timothy Winey Writes Timothy’s Newsletter Sep 20

If what's going on now doesn't upset you, you are a robot.
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Surviving the Billionaire Wars Writes Mary’s Newsletter Sep 21

Or a psychopath.

When I saw videos of the elderly in Italian hospitals, with their naked butts propped high, I wondered

of the mass murderers were watching them too...& laughing. 

☹
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St. Alia the Knife Sep 20

Or you are benefiting.
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ClearMiddle Writes ClearMiddle’s Clarifications Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It is very difficult, having a degree of understanding about the reality of what has been happening but not

being able to share it with others we know and care about. I go between frustrated and angry and numb.

And I do get through, occasionally. I don't want to miss someone that would have been receptive, to whom

something terrible happened instead. Not that their health is not their responsibility, but still. Some people

will be better equipped to assess the situation than others, and those people need to be trying to get

through. One woman I warned (learning then that she had already gotten the shots), had a son I didn't

know who subsequently "died suddenly". I had done what I could.

What is left of my circle of friends and acquaintances is mostly church people. And too many of those

seem to have more faith in the corrupt "authorities" than in God himself. This is deeply disturbing, and

even more so when one considers that all this stuff couldn't be happening if so much of the world weren't

acting from a blind, misdirected kind of faith, so vulnerable to lies. I keep saying, it's not the corrupt leaders,

but _us_ that is the problem.

I feel like the churches should be warning people. But I learned something just yesterday that has me re-

thinking that, to a degree. I left one church in 2020 and another in 2021 in connection their horrid

responses to and capture by the deception. I am with another now that responded differently. I had the

opportunity yesterday to have a conversation with some of its leaders about this very thing. It was an

answer to prayer, by the way. I had no idea how to go about setting up such a meeting, but it was set up for

me. Literally.

It turns out, they are in pretty much the same place I am, understanding-wise (something I suspected), and

caught in the same dilemma (something I had not thought through), except instead of a small circle of

friends, they are facing hundreds of people coming from every place imaginable, from extreme mask up,

get the shots, and mask (and possibly inject) the kids, to "over my dead body" (my kind of people), and

whatever they say to the congregation as a whole can't go over well. The people all need to be served.

One-on-one, within the congregation, seems work best in this particular situation and that is what has

been happening, for longer than I have been there. Things might well be different elsewhere. But when I

arrived in April 2021, and started talking to people I met about what was happening, no one tried to

interfere, and I soon discovered that a friend of mine had arrived a month before (we had lost touch in

2020) and was on the fence about the shots. He isn't any longer.

I can't say that I like having to do things this way, but nobody asked. What to do but press on with whatever

is before us to do?
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Gosho Writes Gosho’s Substack Sep 20

Hey ClearMiddle,

we share the same thinking on "authorities", I just wrote a lengthy comment above (after you). The

truth is, however sad, that each one of us is responsible for his or her thoughts, words and actions.

You can not save someone, except for children or eldeerly people, of course. You can never delegate

your choices and expect "mild" or even "no" consequences. There is no such thing as "no

consequences"; one has always have to pay the price, and, by the way, the sooner the better.

Thank you for trying to help confused souls. Yor are going to be richly rewarded.

Have a nice day.

Greetings from Bulgaria

Gosho
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Victoria Hill Sep 20

LOOK UP THE PREP ACT...it's the LICENSE TO KILL
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Gosho Writes Gosho’s Substack Sep 20

Hey ClearMiddle,

we share the same thinking on "authorities", I just wrote a lengthy comment above (after you). The

truth is, however sad, that each one of us is responsible for his or her thoughts, words and actions.

You can not save someone, except for children or eldeerly people, of course. You can never delegate

your choices and expect "mild" or even "no" consequences. There is no such thing as "no

consequences"; one has always have to pay the price, and, by the way, the sooner the better.

Thank you for trying to help confused souls. Yor are going to be richly rewarded.

Have a nice day.

Greetings from Bulgaria

Gosho
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Schantz Writes Schantz’s Substack Sep 20

Contact Report 863

Billy:

The American … … together with Mao Tse-tung, hatefully developed the corona disease in Chinese

laboratories from the mid-1970s onwards, causing thousands of mutations and already costing human

lives, before – long after the death of the two authors – the rampantly spreading disease finally broke out in

2019 as a result of an accident – preceded by several others – and began to spread worldwide, becoming

a pandemic.

But ...

This will happen in the future because everything will be denied and twisted in such a way, because the

truth is simply not supposed to be true, that an American full of hate together with the Chinese president

Mao Tse-tung had the rampantly spreading disease created by laboratories in order to wipe out large parts

of the US population.

https://www.figu.org/ch/

https://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Site_News

https://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_863

Mao and the hateful American

https://brighteon.social/public

https://brighteon.social/@Schantz
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Martin Writes Martin’s Substack Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, thank you for the longer format interview. Usually elsewhere Ed gets 5 minutes. We need info and

data which cannot be hashed out in 5 minutes. You are a national treasure, keep up the great work
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

Yes and I like his brief allusion to the "conspiracy theory" that compelling vaxxes to the host

population while giving a pass to millions of illegal migrants is a "replacement" strategy.
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Rosalind McGill Sep 20

Thank you & Ed Dowd.

Praying for the truth tellers

fighting for our humanity.
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Kevin Nash Writes From Where I Stand Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Our new world of constant censorship is just frightening. So many allow themselves to live in their own

personal echo chambers, refusing to even look at alternative points of view. Regardless of how compelling

the information is, they refuse to even consider the ramifications of their decisions. The most tragic things,

to me, is when I see parents making these decisions for their children without any effort to educate

themselves. Of course, the same parents who will eagerly take their children in to get an experimental

vaccine (to protect against a virus that does not affect children in any serious manner) will also take their

children in for body altering surgeries because the children KNOW that they are not the sex that they were

identified as at birth. I truly feel like we have all found ourselves in a true Twilight Zone and there are a

whole lot of folks around us that seem to have submitted to lobotomies.
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CMCM Sep 21

I was so appalled at Maddie de Garay's mother volunteering her daughter for that early vaccine

experiment. I just can't imagine a mother doing that. Should could have volunteered herself, but not

her child. And look at the results.
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Space Bastard Sep 21

I think the woman was naïve to the point of stupidity, but I don't think there was even a hint of

malice in her actions.
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Steven Lord Sep 20

What I don't see here is any way to distinguish deaths resulting from vaccines from deaths resulting from

Covid itself. Many vaccinated patients also had Covid, as I know from personal experience.
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Steghorn21 Sep 22

Most people who are likely to die of Covid have already died.
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Lisa Sep 21

It seems like the year before the vaccines were developed but when Covid was prevalent didn’t have

the spike of excess deaths.
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Travis Christian Lau Writes The Pasco Rrupt Sep 20

Vaccinated people dying of COVID?
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gigibelser@www.gigibelser.com Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I commend the both of you for your continued service to humanity for bringing this information forward

time and time again. I moved my website focus in 2019- 2020 to this issue with posts and links to this very

issue. As a result of living through the AIDS virus and realizing it was also a bioweapon- and with a couple

of personal 'visions ' where I was shown early on what was taking place: I was able to direct my pals to

some format of personal safely in this regard to not take this 'jab', though I am not a medical professional.

I continue to be struck by how brainwashed and fearful the overall world wide population is. Installing the

vibration of fear was and is enormously successful: stunning to actually experience in real time vs reading

a study of how this is accomplished. Like many, I have lost long term friends and at the same time,

deepened friendships on this side of the fence.

I was particularly struck by Mr. Dowd's comment: that if one wants to create a new society : kill the existing

and bring in the new ( to paraphrase) to create all of the accompanying dynamics to meet whatever goals

the likes of the WEF espouse in lockstep. I feel like I am looking at insanity whenever these people speak

on any subject matter.

The larger question is 'who is the they' behind the 'they"...the players on the stage that we all see. Far too

co-ordinated and effective world wide.

The Sword of Destiny is a great read by Ravenscroft as is The Devil's Chessboard by Talbot. This energetic

has been on this planet for a long, long time and has somehow organized itself beautifully to depopulate

the planet to the point where we find ourselves struggling mightily today to combat it.

Needless to say, really- that we must succeed and win this war.
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Sybelle Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Who was it who said it would take around 3 years for the die off to begin? I did not draw that from out of

the air. Someone gave that number.

Dear God!

Thank you, Dowd & Wolf. So appreciate you.
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Cassieknows Sep 21

I clearly recall Dolores Cahill saying this in an interview early on.
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Sybelle Sep 21

thank you!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Sarah Vegan Sep 20

Dolores Cahill? Or Sherri Tenpenny. One or both of those talked about the die-off occurring between

2 - 5 yrs from injection, I believe.

LIKED (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sybelle Sep 21

Blessed Sarah - I think it you are right. I have listened to/watched Tenpenny’s presentations

throughout all of this (along with so many others). Thank you for the reminder.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

CMCM Sep 21

I definitely heard or read that 2-5 year period, but couldn't remember where I heard it.

Definitely Tenpenny since I haven't read or heard Cahill. I thought it was crazy when I heard

it, but it looks to be in progress right now. She was right.
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Dr Howard Tenenbaum Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Imagine a B737 Max crashing once a month in your country. The uproar would be gargantuan. We're

seeing increased deaths in the population that probably exceed that which would be caused by the

above-mentioned imaginary plane crashes and yet there is utter silence. We're losing more people now

than Britain lost in The Blitz! Still there is absolute silence. I think another more apt term to describe the

silence, given who has caused this, is 'omerta'.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

You can thank Edward Bernays.
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Dinah Negron Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, I’m aghast at all this horrendous report Ed Dowd and his team have put together based on factual

data from the UK. Those who mandated the jab are as responsible as those who created this bioweapon.

My heart aches for all these unnecessary deaths and disabilities of hundreds of thousands of people.

Justice must be done.
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Dr. DLV Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have a life long friend who is high up in Northwestern Mutual who reported to me that his company has

NOT reported 2022 death payouts for their life insurance policies. It is the first time this has happened in

the 30+ years he has worked for them. He believes the company is keeping their dividends super low to

make up for those likely excessive death losses. Keep in mind also, these health, life and disability

insurance companies can only operate in a state with the approval of that state's insurance authority.

Much like we physicians had our medical licenses threatened by state medical boards for speaking out

against the official narrative, health, life and disability insurers are likely also afraid if they report their

excessive payouts, their ability to offer their product in some states may be removed. I agree the

companies are also concerned with lawsuits from mandating the poisons to their employees. And so the

lies and deceptions continue.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

Important point
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Karen Baetz Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This is a time to Appeal to Heaven. God help us all.
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David Lamb Writes Cosmic Consultant Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Far more amazing than the death statistics is that people really don't want to know why. They'll continue

believing in the fictional 'spike protein' story from the people who made the poison injections, because

they wouldn't lie, right? And the scientific, physical and toxicological evidence will be ignored by all, to the

end.

The 'vaccine' is only the catalyst, for this level of mass insanity would've resulted in the same collapse, one

way or another. This is a mass suicide we're witnessing, and I hope, somehow, those who survive and

rebuild will understand what happened.
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NY Sep 20

Didn't most of the Brits get the AstraZeneca jab? Doesn't that one use a different mechanism than the

mrna jabs from pfizer and moderna?
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TMartini67 Sep 21

AstraZeneca uses a non-replicating Chimpanzee adenoviral vector to incorporate antigen-encoding

sequences within the DNA. It specifically encodes for the full-length S protein of SARS-CoV-2, unlike

both Moderna and BioNTech/Pfizer, which both encoded subunits of the S protein. The gene was

derived from the Wuhan-Hu-1 sequence for SARS-CoV-2 and, along with a tissue plasminogen

activator signal peptide, with deletion of E1 to block replication and deletion of E3 to enable

incorporation of larger genetic cargo into the viral vector. "Oxford/Astrazeneca is employing a

different viral vector, derived from the chimpanzee (the use of the chimpanzee vector minimizes

possible interaction with prevalent antibodies against Ads), which was subsequently named

AZD1222. Viral vectors use DNA to encode the antigen of interest. Viral vector vaccines can impart

high gene transduction capabilities due to their ability to enter into cells using the virus’ own receptor

for infection, and efficient intracellular trafficking enables high production of target gene expression.

However, immunogenicity of the viral vectors and other adverse effects bear hurdles to safe use. The

immunogenicity of the viral vector may decrease vaccine efficiency caused by NAbs against the viral

vector in patients that either are developed during the course of vaccination or are pre-existing due to

previous exposure to the Ad vectors they use. Viral vectors that humans are not commonly exposed

to such as the chimpanzee Ad utilized by Oxford/Pfizer can reduce neutralization. Another safety

concern for viral vectors is possible host genome integration, which may cause cancer if integrated

into oncogenes and other regulatory sequences."

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.0c07197

In the clinical trials they used a meningitis vaccine for placebo instead of saline.

"in five trial sites in the UK of a chimpanzee adenovirus-vectored vaccine (ChAdOx1 nCoV-19)

expressing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein compared with a meningococcal conjugate vaccine

(MenACWY) as control. Healthy adults aged 18-55 years with no history of lab. confirmed SARS-

CoV-2 infection or of COVID-19-like symptoms were randomly assigned (1:1) to receive ChAdOx1

nCoV-19 at a dose of 5 x 1010 viral particles or MenACWY as a single i.m. injection."

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)31604-4/fulltext
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Gumnut123 Sep 21

Astra Zeneca produced by Wellcome Pharma group - Jeremy Farrar, director of the Wellcome Trust,

the world’s second largest private funder of biomedical research, has been named the new chief

scientist of the World Health Organization. - 2022
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 23

Is that Blue Cross / Blue Shield, WellCare?
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Dr Howard Tenenbaum Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Both induce synthesis, by our own cells, of the toxic spike protein which is then expressed as a foreign

(and toxic... not always congruent) cell surface protein which triggers immune system mediated

destruction of the cells expressing those proteins. This is highly pathological especially when cells

lining blood vessels are affected thusly. Same for cells in the heart thus causing heart failure, heart

attacks, myocarditis, pericarditis. The A-Z jab uses DNA to accomplish this whilst Pfizer and Moderna

use modified RNA.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

Thank you Dr Tenenbaum.
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Dee Jacobson Sep 20

I am just finishing a 60 part study of The Book of Revelation with Hal Lindsey. Scripture is Truth

and what is being revealed by Dr. Wolf and Ed Dowd fits into Biblical prophecy. I believe we are

near end times. I pray that we have time for the projects that Dr. Wolf mentions to bear fruit and bring

all these criminals the justice they deserve at the end of a rope. However , the following comes to

mind: Deuteronomy 32:35,Romans 12:17-19 NKJV - Vengeance is Mine, and recompense.

Time may be short.

Pray! GET RIGHT WITH GOD now. Jesus is the Way, The Truth, and the Life. No man

comes to the Father excerpt through the Son. John 14:6

Remember, Fear of the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom. Proverbs 9:10
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Ontological Shock Sep 21

Romans 2, 12-16 talks about people who do not have "the law" or religion and how their conscience

will accuse or "perhaps excuse" them on the day when the Lord judges all. I find this passage

surprising and comforting especially for people who equate God with religion and want nothing to do

with it. Scripture has more freedom in it than people imagine, or are told.
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Florinda Sep 20

I don’t think fear make us sober minded. We’re gonna have to be courageous now.
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 20

Fear in the Biblical sense is 'awe.'
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Florinda Sep 22

I’m all for awe. Terrifying as it’s getting to be, this world is best approached with awe.
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Vicki Sep 20

I found Dr Buckhaults a bit confusing as he was certainly trying to not get himself into trouble.

I admired the panel for saying that they would protect him if needed.
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PeaceNow Writes Against Neocon Arendt Sep 20

I've been calling for the County of Santa Cruz in CA, which is seriously ground zero for the Agenda 21

smart city dystopia, to call a Truth and Reconciliation Commission for the era of covid. I do not actually

expect that it will happen, although it could be done without hiring any expensive consulting firms cause

there are tons of smart people here and stories that need to be heard. But it is a way to continually speak

some truth in a way that ideally is oriented toward creating MORE PUBLIC SPACE. I think of it as consistent

with creating a local space that empowers local medical professionals and people with an interest in

genuine justice and democracy. The young person in my life who is tech savy is preoccupied with legal

matters right now. If anyone might help me with this it would be much appreciated. My two minute bit

begins about minute 20:36 http://santacruzcountyca.iqm2.com/Citizens/SplitView.aspx?

Mode=Video&MeetingID=1988&Format=Agenda
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Patriot6335 Sep 20

So on point. “…although it could be done without hiring any expensive consulting firms cause there

are tons of smart people here…”. Sadly, as one who has worked in government, the only way they know

to operate is ‘deliberately’ which is to say slowly and by hiring consultants.

God, our country is in such a mess.
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Rebecca Saggau Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I would like to raise enough money to send Mr Dowd’s book “Died Suddenly”to every legislator, governor,

CDC, FDA, teacher, every media person, every Mom and Dad....his book is illustrated with pictures of all the

young beautiful souls who never lived out their dreams or those of their families. They were all so innocent

and died needlessly at the hands of those they trusted who were complicit in the vaccine scheme and

continue the coverup to this day. Pure evil!
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

I make the same mistake but it’s ‘Cause Unknown’, just fyi
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 20

I've tried to do something similar. They do not read the information even in hard copy format. They

throw it in the trash.
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Dr Howard Tenenbaum Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I might accomplish something. Unfortunately I've spoken with so many people who, upon hearing this

information, completely tune me out. I must be getting my information from the wrong sources they

think.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

I used to donate many 9/11 Truth DVDs and books to public libraries and most all of it ended in

the trash, or at least not the shelves. It's tough to reach wider audiences. I remember making

1000s of copies of 9/11 documentaries and handed them out in a very liberal area of California

(Ojai), tossing them into open car windows, doing what I could. I kept this up for a couple of

years, sending out hard copies of Klein's "Disaster Capitalism" to everyone I knew when it first

came out, then fatigue began to set in. I am more sparing in my efforts at this time, preferring to

support greater voices than mine to do most of the heavy public lifting.
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Jim Reagen Writes Jim Reagen's Newsletter Sep 21

Information warfare. But, people will never snap out of it unless their beliefs are challenged.
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 20

As gov turns tyrannical, how will it act?

https://drp314.substack.com/p/the-securing-of-power
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 23

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU?si=nTs-hi7HatH--6IQ
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Vicki Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Excellent as always. Have you seen these ?

Dr. Janci Lindsay testifies before South Carolina Senate Medical Affairs Ad-Hoc Committee on DHEC.

https://open.substack.com/pub/jessicar/p/sc-senate-hearing-dr-janci-lindsay?

r=15eyho&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

University of South Carolina Professor Dr. Phillip Buckhaults testifies before South Carolina Senate Medical

Affairs Ad-Hoc Committee on DHEC.

https://youtu.be/IEWHhrHiiTY?si=c89KKcVsTUUk__xs
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

Yes, powerful.
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Turbulence Ahead Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Great interview, terrible revelation. I’m so grateful to you, Naomi and Ed Dowd for the incredible work you’ve

done. Yeah, open borders, unvaccinated invasion of low skilled workers, vaccinated working citizens dying

off... we’re being replaced. And we let it happen.
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Sybelle Sep 21

The horrors of it! More pieces fitting together. Never felt like the walking dead before! God help us!
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James Goodrich Writes J Goodrich News Letter Sep 20 · edited Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The more information I absorb, I feel as though I’m waking up on an alien planet. All the norms of trust in

the systems that monitor safety and administer testing are gone. We have been unknowingly, with coercion

and deception, forced into their game of Russian Roulette only to find out there were 3 bullets in the 6

chambered pistol. I’ve heard people that live through drastic takeovers of governments from free society to

totalitarian governments say that it happens in a quick moment. Like the flick of a switch. Is this not the

beginning of the end of the long march the leftist Marxist have dreamed about for decades? My mind once

thought the lefts ultra tolerance had become complete intolerance to me. But I started to think that it’s our

own tolerance that has allowed these minute groups to force these major political, social and economic

changes on the lions share of the population. We need to begin our long march to take back what is

rightfully ours. Our tolerance has been the reason for the loss of our freedoms and liberties. The first

amendment, mainly the freedom of speech is like a muscle, if people have extreme trepidation of speaking

truth the first amendment will be reduced with total atrophy. Eventually as we see it wither the Marxist left

with exhilaration will amputate our first amendment. Speak your mind and exercise your first amendment

muscle. Be strong and confident. Everything seems the same. The future merely repeats the past. We must

fight back and beat this evil just as our fathers and forefathers did. J.Goodrich
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Gosho Writes Gosho’s Substack Sep 21

Hey James, it is not left versus right. It Is right versus wrong. It is Light versus Darkness, the second

one being a very sad and lonely place.

Things will decisively change, when everyone turns to God, our Creator, and prays.

Greetings from Bulgaria

Gosho
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James Goodrich Writes J Goodrich News Letter Sep 21

Gosho, I pray all the time and honestly it helps. We do need prayer now. There has been a leftist

Marxist push in America for a century. Most all of their policies including the FDR’s SOCIAL

security program is constitutionally illegal and corrupt. I know that most of the right is in on the

luting of America. The right has just slightly less hatred for America and its constitution. I

honestly dislike and distrust both parties.
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Gosho Writes Gosho’s Substack Sep 21

The most important thing is to think and act independently. As I wrote earlier today there

are no more "authorities" out there. Each one of us , in order to survive, has to be very aware

of what is really going on. What a mess, caused mostly by not thinking and turning away

from God! But it will happen what has to happen. Everything has a meaning. We are in the

midst of the apokalypse... Some are going to survive and many will not. I believe strongly in

the real Americans. You have difficult times ahead. Take care and never trust evil or

incompetent people. There is infinite amount of both good and evil. Strengthen your spirit.

There is always hope, when one does the right things. Good night now, in Bulgaria we'll

have soon midnight. Gosho
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James Goodrich Writes J Goodrich News Letter Sep 21

Good night Gosho
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Gosho Writes Gosho’s Substack Sep 21

I am Listen gibt now to a beautiful concert in the fields outside. Like here

https://t.me/GoshosSubstack

Look or rather listen at "Concert in the fields"
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James Goodrich Writes J Goodrich News Letter Sep 20

They have used our trust and love for each other as a weapon to strip us of our liberties and freedom.
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Jim Reagen Writes Jim Reagen's Newsletter Sep 20

Exactly! "We're all in this together" but they fail to ask what "this" is.
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GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 20

Very well stated!

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Liz P. Sep 20

Try to get a copy of the book "No Wonder We Are Losing" by Robert Morris, Counsel for the US

Senate's Internal Security Subcommittee investigating Communism in the United States (including in

the government). The book was published in 1958 and is out of print but you may be able to find a

copy on eBay (I did) or a scanned PDF online. He interviewed hundreds of Communists in the US and

ex-Communists and felt "we" (free Americans) were losing then because the Communists (hidden) in

government had so much influence. That book has very detailed information. What's happening out

in the open now has been underway in America for a very long time. Their objective is to take over

America and it's a fait accompli now, or they are absolutely going for broke now. Trevor Loudon's
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America and it's a fait accompli now, or they are absolutely going for broke now. Trevor Loudon's

books are also filled with very specific information.

LIKED (15) REPLY (2) SHARE

DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 21

As with so many other things once considered patriotic, Insurrection is now a bad, verboten

concept because they have associated it now with “Trump”.

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

MBethamn Sep 21

I just downloaded the Kindle edition for $4.99. After reading the first several pages, I am anxious

to get home tonight and continue reading. Dr. Wolf’s Substack is one of my most trusted sources

of information and the people who comment here are a treasure trove of valuable

recommendations.

LIKED (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Liz P. Sep 21

Oh good. One thing the author kept lamenting in the book is that Americans were

complacent (back then) and wouldn't "wake up" despite the mountain of evidence,

including from Communists and ex-Communists in the US. That's why he titled the book,

"No Wonder We Are Losing". He also describes how Hawaii is controlled by Communists.

The book is even more timely and interesting today.

LIKED (5) REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

Well said.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Doreen Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What value is there in repeatedly posting evidence of democide without meaningful ways to inform the

public at large and solutions to end it?

LIKE (6) REPLY (2) SHARE

ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 20

The 'public at large' simply do not want to hear it. There is a remnant, and that is us. We have to

understand this now.

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

On DailyClout.io you'll see your two lawsuits against Pfizer, as well as templates to file civil and

criminal charges against local and state level officials who harmed the public. We are also launching a

Clean Elections campaign. So please support us because we are bringing forward the solutions.

LIKED (24) REPLY SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, as I'm watching this broadcast, and as it was ending, my mother's TV was blasting the news.

Full of reminders. Urging every responsible Canadian (who are they actually still targeting at this point?

The only ones watching TV all day are who?) to line up for their fall flu shot which can be administered in

tandem with their Covid booster shot!

I feel I live in 2 worlds: this one, inhabited by sane, rational, logical people, and my 91 year old housebound

(by choice) mother's world, which is gripped by fear of physical decline if they listen to us...

I am her only unjabbed relative. Worse? I just attended the local Million March 4 Children.

Found her watching the negative mainstream media reports. (She didn't spot her daughter in the crowd...)

I turned on my own LIVE STREAMED video of the protest for her,: she elected to wander back to the TV in

her "living" room, with her soup bowl...

I.

Just.

Can't.

Anymore.

LIKED (27) REPLY (3) SHARE

ann moorman Sep 20

My friends mom (93) hasn’t left her apartment three and a half years. She won’t even let her daughter

in. I’m a bit of a homebody but yesterday I did seven errands all at once. That’s how I roll now.

LIKED (13) REPLY (3) SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. 22 hrs ago

That's exactly how I roll too Ann.

I shop once a week for my mother, and myself.

If she runs out of bananas? Eat another prune... 

🤣

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

ann moorman 21 hrs ago

I have everything I need for the next shutdown,blackout or invasion. I’m missing a social life

but I lived a previously very colorful life. I used to love antique stores and reggae shows….

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. 18 hrs ago

You sound like a kindred spirit. 

💖

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Space Bastard Sep 21 · edited Sep 21

How much time does a 93-year-old have left in this world to be spending 3+ years locked in an

apartment?

There was a cartoon where an unmasked couple is in an urban neighborhood where everyone

else is wearing a mask.

"Are they afraid of dying?", the woman asked.

"No," the man replied. "They're afraid of living."

LIKED (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. 22 hrs ago

Precisely.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

CosmosTinkerer Sep 20

It's deeply rooted, planted during many decades by TV's subconscious manipulations, one

amongst many severe assaults on our minds. The "OCD" definitions are conjured up by

psychopathic, "educated" types in a boiling cauldron of human misery (and some poison oak for

spice). I am using all my waning warlock powers to put, at least, a wrench in the machine. Wish

me luck. Thank you, Naomi, for your work.

LIKED (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. 22 hrs ago

You GO Cosmos! 

💖💖💖👏

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Rosalind McGill Sep 20

Thank you for going to the March .

I don’t live with my elderly mom but she would get along with your Mom

LIKED (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. 22 hrs ago

Lol Rosalind. I have no doubt they'd be great "phone friends"...

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

So sorry -- how painful. I am sure some light is getting through from your actions nonetheless. Trust

me, we all have similar. moments -- so very painful. Don't give up.

LIKED (15) REPLY (1) SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Sep 21

Always thought I have no give-up in me. I might be wrong about that.

Thanks for keeping on keeping on Naomi

(And thanks Brian, for helping Naomi. 

💖

)

LIKED (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

I am just liking comments that resonate with me this morning. I feel rather empty today.

Hopefully some of these insights will gain traction with my rather gummed up inner

workings. Thank you for sharing.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. 21 hrs ago

Don't succumb to the melancholy and malaise.

Your tribe is out there. Just around the next Substack. 

💖

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

DSK Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, you are angelic, super courageous, with a great big heart, amazing intelligence, grace, and you are

passing all the tests in life so far. Keep going, this could be your last mandatory incarnation. The Heavens

will and are blessing you in grand style. Maybe God bless you now and forever. You are setting a most rare

example for all to follow. Thank you.

LIKED (34) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

what lovely words, thank you.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

DSK Sep 20

Naomi, I think the dam has broken, but we have not yet seen the rushing water. The prophesies I

have heard are not easy to accept. So keeping our sanity and heart-centered consciousness will

be the biggest challenge. And we need the most powerful techniques to maintain our sanity and

courage.

LIKED (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

ann moorman Sep 20

This whole contagion of the masses still affects me even though I slipped out of the shot

circuit. I was so stubborn, still am

LIKED (4) REPLY SHARE

L.J. Henderson Writes Things Worth Thinking About Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Disgusting, and must be relentlessly resisted.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Deborah Potts Writes Deborah’s Substack Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Tragic truth. Dr. GEERT Vanden Bossche called this early on. Too bad the 3 letter agencies don't listen.

LIKE (8) REPLY (3) SHARE

CMCM Sep 20 · edited Sep 20

I was about to respond to someone that it was Vanden Bossche....I'm thinking he said that within 5

years and possibly sooner we would start to witness the effects. Looks like the time frame was 2

years, not 5.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sybelle Sep 21

Yes! I was asking (above) who it was who made that prediction. Thank you! He’s good. Very

respected!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

eric johnson Sep 20

Oh those two, three, four and more letter agencies listened, but were paid to ignore.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

DSK Sep 20

Deborah, the 3 letter agencies have sold out and have played a role of support for this crime against

humanity that is matched by no other. I fear we will likely lose at least a billion people if not 2 to 3. The

long term effects of the jabs are only starting to show up.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Nan Sep 20

How could this be happening? Can’t awaken from this nightmare…….

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

DSK Sep 20

The covid 19 & jab agenda is simply part of the globalist plan to reduce the population of

humanity WAY DOWN. There is a hidden group of players, but you can throw Bill Gates and

Klaus Schwab and dozens of others into that collective group. Then you have the big

pharma group and Fauci's that are in it for money, power, and greed beyond compare. Look

at it this way, at least you can see what is happening before it hits BIG TIME and it will.

Dowd spoke about the dam breaking. However, after humanity learns a lot of lessons and

figures out what has really happened, then the values will change rapidly, and humanity will

heal with time.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Arletta Jackson Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Ed Down and Naomi Wolf, you are credits to humanity. So sad, all the way around...

LIKED (17) REPLY SHARE

Christine Writes Christine’s Newsletter Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Covid Crusher

3 minutes from preparation to job done!!

Everything else you have read, or heard, is totally irrelevant - how simple is that

Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table salt in a mug of warm clean water, cup a hand and

sniff or snort the entire mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If

sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning noon and night, or more often if you want, until the

soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and flush away, washing your hands

afterwards, until when you do my simple cure, you don't have any soreness at all, when you flush - job

done. Also swallow a couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing

virus and pneumonia, there too.

My simple salt water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or

while self isolating, before the viruses mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no

cure - that is, after you have been out shopping, or mixing with people with potentially, Omicron or Delta

viruses, or any other virus.

It washes behind the eyes, the brain bulb, brain stem (Long Covid), The Escutcheon Tubes to the inner ears

and the top of the throat which is at a point roughly level with half way up your ears and not where your

mouth is and down the back of your throat, when sore.

I have been doing this simple cure for over 30 years and I am and others, never sick from viruses and there

is no reason why any of you should be either - when your only alternative are those vaccines!!

I do my simple preparation, after I have been out and about, or come into contact with people who have

been vaccinated - it has kept me safe - and I hope it keeps me safe for the foreseeable future as Graphene

Oxide is in the very air we breathe, outside, as well, but now from the vaccinated!!

Simply put, if the inside of your nose is dry and crusty, you are OK, if your nose is runny, you really need to

do a salt water sniffle as quickly as possible and monitor the results, to see if further salt water sniffles are

necessary, but later on in that evening - so far - I remain immune from potential Covid infections, doing just

this.

For 30 years, I have NEVER been ill from viral infections and there is no reason why you should be either, if

you do as I do and it costs zero too Yes, I get the viruses, but this is how I stop them from infecting me and

how I have avoided vaccines (which don't work) like the plague they are, in my opinion - AND THERE IS

STILL CLEAN SEA WATER TO USE INSTEAD.

Nobody has been injured or killed by my above salt water cure

LIKED (11) REPLY (3) SHARE

Florinda Sep 20

Eustachian, not escutcheon.

LIKED (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Christine Writes Christine’s Newsletter Sep 20

There you go - you have the answer I don't. Re my free salt water cure, there is only one idiot

here and that is you - people are laughing at you for believing in the vaccines and you don't have

an alternative for them, do you?

I m the proof of my simple cure - never ill these past 30 years from viruses of any sort.

you know as well as I that viruses begin in the nasal passages of the head, so why an injection in

the arm and why the cure in the body, if you can call vaccines which don't work that - when the

problem is in the head.

Question - presumably you are a doctor, not one of these who do a weekend course and call

themselves DR afterwards, how much DO YOU get paid per vaccine shot delivered?

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

William Voelz Writes William’s Substack Sep 23

Hmmmm. Christine may have personal problems. Shhh.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Christine Writes Christine’s Newsletter 21 hrs ago

Look, if you want to come it with me, bring it on - but don't expect a walk in the park

when you do, because i will give you as good as I get - if you can't handle that, then

stay in your safe place and avoid one on one with me.

You seem to be having an identity crisis at the moment - the picture you post of you is

a female who has posted articles which I have responded to accordingly - and now

you identify as a man - oh, I get it, really you are a man, but you are also a woman at the

same time, so does that make you Queer as well - um - Trans Sexual?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Florinda Sep 21

Don’t be so defensive, Christine. In no way did I defend vaccines, and I wouldn’t do so. I

have no problem with your salt water cure. I use salt water myself sometimes. I’m just

presuming that you are very serious about your therapy, and that being the case, you might

want to spell your terms correctly. That way more people may find your ideas credible. You

certainly veered off in a strange direction from a simple correction of a spelling error.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Christine Writes Christine’s Newsletter Sep 21

Hi Florinda - I thought your comments to me were snide and I reacted accordingly.

Also I don't hide what I say on my substack from my regular readers, which you

managed to do when you replied to me - so I put it out there on your substack, so that

if you wanted to discuss issues with me, it could be for all to see and not just you and

me. You knew what I was referring to when I said Escutcheon tubes to your inner ears,

it does not matter the spelling of it - not everyone has a medical education and I don't

and not everyone who writes on these substacks has the same level of education that

you and I do, so to correct me, was also unnecessary, in my book. My salt water cure is

not a therapy - it is the difference between catching Covid and not catching it and I am

the proof of that. What bugs most people is that it is free and anyone can do it to save

their lives. Society today is trained to think that if something is free, it can't be much

good - wrong - in this case and unlike everyone else, pretty much on this substack,

they are all trying to earn money from their substack or the cures they suggest - snake

oil - I ask for nothing, because to me, we are fighting a war against our extermination

and I won't take money trying to stop that from happening - that to me is a double

standard - my substack is totally free.

Since I began pushing my free salt water cure back in 2019, Steve Kirsch and his

minions Kevin and Wayne have questioned me fully about it and they referred it on to

the University of Alberta who verified that it did as I said it does - it would not surprise

me if Steve Kirsch is marketing it under his own brand, because that is what he does

and what this, his substack is presumably for.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

David Lamb Writes Cosmic Consultant Sep 20

Right, no virus has ever been isolated, or otherwise proven to exist, but you know how to kill "it". But

by all means, continue serving in the volunteer propaganda brigade for the Rockefeller/Gates cartel

that owns the medical establishment, and invented the virology con.

LIKED (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

I am not big on this snorting salt solution thing, but it might be helpful. I don't think it can hurt

you. Doesn't Ayurvedic medicine draw on some of this, or maybe that is the one nostril yogic

breathing stuff.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

James Beck Sep 20

YOUR AN IDIOT.

PEOPLE ARE LAUGHING AT YOUR POSTs.

BY VISUALIZING YOUR REMEDY.

LIKE REPLY (4) SHARE

GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 20

No you’re wrong, I’ve heard from various sources that inhaling salt water can drastically reduce

cold/flu symptoms.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jomico Sep 21
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Some who survived the Spanish flu used sodium bicarbonate gargle and nasal washes...

most pathogens succumb to salt.. now ask yourself why hospitals often give I.v. Saline.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Rosalind McGill Sep 20

I’m not laughing. I’ve done similar & it helps.

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

 Sep 20

Hey, all caps, it's 'you're' as in, "You're not helpful with the concern trolling but it has been duly

noted".

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Jonathan Ramsay Sep 20

Don’t knock it if it works.

LIKED (8) REPLY SHARE

Cleft_of_The_Rock Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I liked Prince Phillip. He was born on the island of Corfu at Mon Repos. His mother, Princess Alice of

Battenberg was a much maligned lady who became a nun and is buried on the Mount of Olives. Prince

Phillip was loyal to the Queen. Very loyal. What a character, he flipped his Landrover upside down at the

age of 97. God rest his soul. I like King Charles. He's just not that bright. The Royal Family does a superb

job preserving history. They are the best bang for the buck for tourism. I just think he's duped about climate

change and dead wrong about vaccines. He's an appeaser. And he's wrong on Ukraine. It's a needless war.

It could have been prevented and it could have been stopped yesterday. The West doesn't want

diplomacy. They want war. That's wrong. Like with these vaccines, the innocent are dying. Apologize for

getting off topic.
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Gumnut123 Sep 21

Charley Windsor speech launched WEF Schwabs " Great Reset".

Strongly suggest you stop reading the women's magazine and do some deep research regarding so

called Royal families, and HOW they accumulated a lot of their money - the sources of that money.

Research The City of London which is a complete self contained city WITHIN London. NO, NOT

London city. And The Royal families and others links and the involvement in this debacle humanity

has had thrust upon it,

RESEARCH!! Charles is a ad creature.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dan Phillips Sep 20

Charles was best friends with Jimmy Savile, the exceptionally sick and twisted pedophile. And

Charles' mentor was Lord Mountbatten, another notorious pedophile. At best, Charles is a bad judge

of character. Most likely however he is sicko himself.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Jonathan Ramsay Sep 20

All those faults you describe are deadly.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2) SHARE

ForkInSocket Writes ForkInSocket’s Newsletter Sep 20

Deadly to everyone but himself. Maybe it was sarcasm?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Sep 20

Very astute

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

pyrrhus Writes pyrrhus’s Newsletter Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It seems to me that this is straightforward "murder most foul"...Pfizer and Moderna knew from the trials,

which were both doctored and lied about, that these "vaccines" were very dangerous, and Pfizer's

followup report after 12 weeks confirmed it...The FDA and CDC knew as well, and gave this poison

emergency authorization, providing immunity for these criminals...Everyone involved should get life in

prison without parole...

LIKE (10) REPLY (2) SHARE

Rosalind McGill Sep 20

Apparently Pfizer employees had a different vaccine offered. I can’t remember where I read that.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

TMartini67 Sep 21

At 4:21 on this video Senator Malcolm asks the Pfizer reps about this..

https://youtu.be/I7wc3wQq2_s?si=aSGWTe2Hb_29yy1k

Also...thanks to Jikky Leaks' 

🐁

revelation ages ago, we know in Australia at least, batches were

reserved for Pfizer staff that had no safety reports associated with them... Jikky’s interesting

thread;

"Do you know what else is not in the death batch log?

Any of the 7 batches reserved for Pfizer employees.

No, I’m not kidding:

FF0884

FA4598

FE3064

FA7338

FA7812

FC8736

FC3558”

https://twitter.com/Jikkyleaks/status/1607609256521633798

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rosalind McGill Sep 21

Thanks for supplying the details!

I’ve known how sneaky pharma is since my cousin ( Kim Holland) sells Gardasil yet forbade

her daughters from taking it.

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

We have no punishment sufficient to fit this level of crime.

LIKE (14) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sybelle Sep 21

No, but God does ...

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

John Bates Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dry run. They are planning something much worse, and seeing if people will notice and, more importantly,

rise up. The former is yes, but the latter is no. The regime propaganda - so far - has succeeded in (1)

covering up the (initial) data, (2) demonizing those who noticed early, and (3) changing the topic anytime

someone with heft starts to question this entire enterprise. No, they tell us, the death darts are safe and

effective, and by the way, here comes Variant 7BQCY2G, better get the new jab just to be safe. And we

know it's safe - it was tested on 10 mice!

When the history of the decline of Western Civilization into tyranny is written some centuries from now

(after that tyranny is overthrown), I hope the historians point to the media as a prime culprit. They are

uniquely positioned to tell the truth. They have instead chosen to enforce a lie.

LIKED (33) REPLY (4) SHARE

Gumnut123 Sep 21

Yes, the six (6) owners of the Worlds Media.

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 21

9/11, Covid vaccine. Next is a whole city nuked. They’re doing everything they can to provoke nuclear

war.

LIKED (10) REPLY (2) SHARE

William Voelz Writes William’s Substack Sep 23

DC. I get your nuke idea here. Just that I can’t seem to understand who a nuking helps. The

nuked terrain is unusable to anyone. For a long time. The fallout moves with the prevailing winds.

I could possibly see perhaps a so called “suit-case tactical nuke”’set off in a stadium. Sends a

strong message but damage is limited to several thousand yards. A massive multi-warhead

attack on say a dozen cities simultaneously does not accomplish any rational goal. I get the

“insanity” plea. But still.....Hmmm.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack 21 hrs ago

Fallout is the price of Freedom they will say. And people will obey. Death is Life. Suffering is

Salvation. They will say. And People will obey. The purpose is to suspend the Constitution.

Shock and Awe. Transforming America into a totalitarian state. Watch "The Power of

Nightmares" by Adam Curtis.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

John Bates Sep 21

I think they will try another scamdemic first, maybe try their hand at "climate lockdowns". If those

fail to generate the requisite fear and compliance, then I agree a nuke (or perhaps more likely, a

bioweapon) is on the table.

LIKED (4) REPLY SHARE

Kieron Sep 20

The media will never be truthful. How do we know this? Because a medium is one who speaks to, or

for, the dead, the soulless ghouls who think they own this world. It is simply no coincidence that the

word for those who convey messages from the dead is “media.” The media serve as the voices of the

dead telling us what they intend to do to us, and if you can’t understand the message, too bad for you.

Note also, the word mortgage means a contract with the dead. “Mort” as in death or the dead, and “-

gage” as in engaged with, or yoked to, or bound by.

This is literally all about death. 

😞

LIKED (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

ann moorman Sep 20

I wish a real medium could tell us what’s going to happen. Cliff High does remote viewing

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Liz P. Sep 21

Have you seen this man's NWO vision from 2012 about "quarantine" and "lockdown" and

diseased people because of "a shot or a nasal spray" they were convinced to take?

https://youtu.be/H-LavrqMzpI?feature=shared

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

gigibelser@www.gigibelser.com Sep 20

Clif is not a remote viewer. He does predictive linquistics. Different. But he does suggest in

the end, humankind will prevail.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

ann moorman Sep 21

he died three times so he has a bit of intuition that i wish i had. but yeah he's into it but

not one

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

gigibelser@www.gigibelser.com Sep 21

I have followed Clif since 2004. Back then his work was remarkably accurate...the

webbot forum guys have determined that the work was prescient for 10 years out

so we are living it now.
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

The Left has always been the target. Get the left to turn against once-liberal values then civilization’s

house cannot stand. This started with the Clintons. Fascists calling themselves “ centrists”.

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Brandon is not your bro Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

As a hospitalist in ob/gyn the last 3 years ... I got fired for finger pointing as I cared for the women who

miscarried, abrupted their placentas and delivered their stillborn babies . Now I’m in an office with delivery

rates down about 30-40%. There are autoimmune issues , bleeding issues and female malignancies. This

is a crime at the highest level. People need to stand up and speak out . It’s not over , the statistics continue

to worsen . Call this anecdotal evidence, I don’t care . It’s real and it’s not going away .
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Tonya McKinney Writes Tonya’s Newsletter Sep 22

My daughter in law just miscarried, my best friends daughter in law at 22 weeks, another friends son’s

wife and daughter all miscarried in August. All of these were in August 2023. This just seems like way

to many to be normal.
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Brandon is not your bro Sep 22

Sorry to hear that , God bless each and everyone. My job used to be happy and fulfilling . I pray

people wake up .
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

Can I please please interview you? If so pls contact me at Naomi@dailyclout.io. Name or no name...
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Rosalind McGill Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I’m near ft Myers Florida. When I needed to get baseline tests for bleeding in menopause ( from

whatever shedding is) the assistant confided similar issues with the young women.
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 Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Horrific. They have doomed so many little ones who manage to survive with a lifetime of suffering. 

😢

🥺
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Brandon is not your bro Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I don’t believe they will have long lifespans
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

The babies? Can you pls explain why you think this? God forbid.
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Brandon is not your bro Sep 20

Many don’t make it to term , and anomalies that are occurring and breastfeeding

moms who are jabbed pass it along . Then jabs at 6 months . What type of immune

system can they mount ?
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The Apophis Pill

We were told the April 13th, 2029 Apophis asteroid will kill all life on earth. Thankfully Dr. Fauci along with

Bill Gates came up with a way for humans to avoid the horror of a violent death by simply taking a pill to

peacefully end one's own life in the comfort and closeness of one's family and loved ones. Thankfully they

conditioned humans to accept the 2021 Covid vaccine - a rapid, fear induced solution to a generated

problem. It paved the way for acceptance of the "2029 Apophis Pill". Thank you political leaders, corporate

kings and for-profit healthcare industrialists for giving the people of earth a dignified end to their lives

before the asteroid killed then all.

But then, not long after 5 billion people ended their own lives, it was determined that Apophis will in fact

miss the earth. All clear. A shame about those poor honored dead souls. Thoughts and prayers. May God

bless and keep them. Thankfully earths remaining inhabitants will now live a utopian life for them and their

progeny. A world less populated, a cleaner environment and a new bright future for the masters of the

universe.
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Letsrock Sep 20

Have you had your meds today?
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ann moorman Sep 20

I don’t mind going when everyone else goes. In six years I’ll be past my prime
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Deborah Richardson Evans Writes Deborah’s Newsletter Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

No words.
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Robin Rosenberg Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The news just keeps getting worse for those that submitted to the jab.

Thank both you and Edward Dowd for your candor.

Prayers for all of humanity.
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Lipidnano-doodle Sep 20

Any of you geniuses have thought that maybe this is what the plan was?
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 20

most eveyone has
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Dan Phillips Sep 20

Who are you addressing?
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Mark Much Sep 20

Bill, Klaus, Soros, and Charles III are chortling in their joy.
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Lionel Writes Lionel’s Substack Sep 20 · edited Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The fact that so many even at this late stage not only in America, but in the world, believe ANYTHING

coming out of the info monopoly Trusted News Initiative (aka MSM) means we may be doomed.
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GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 20

Yeah it’s quite infuriating!
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Lionel Writes Lionel’s Substack Sep 21

Definitely the Tzone. As the Corrupt CIA has always believed correctly, it is infinitely more

difficult to debrief and clear the mind than to brainwash.
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

What was it about 9/11 that tells so many Americans we did not have a fascist coup that day?
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Lionel Writes Lionel’s Substack Sep 20

Here is another smoking gun which I think is much bigger.

https://worldyturnings.wordpress.com/2022/12/20/is-africa-the-covid-smoking-gun-part-2/
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GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 20

Good article. Thanks.
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Ellen Sep 20

And these psychotic bastards had the audacity to claim that Africans were being denied the

bioweapon jab because of social inequity or some such fabricated term. I’d simply say that in this

case, it pays to be poor and considered a low-priority for the WHO. Meanwhile the highly “educated”

😏

 rushed right out with children in tow to line up for an unproven medical experiment. Let’s all pray

that Africa will be the final nail in the coffin of these abjectly evil entities and individuals (and medical

personnel if you’re still pushing this thing, I’m talking to you too!).
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Lionel Writes Lionel’s Substack Sep 20

💯
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

If only there was a way to target any individual on earth and turn off their heart like a switch. We would

need an injectable biological nano-substance able to receive RF instructions. All it would take would be to

convince (or mandate if necessary) everyone on earth to get injected with some nano-biological receiver

which would get instructions from a constellation of 5G satellites in low earth orbit and ground based 5G

antennas on every telephone pole which could then pinpoint any phone user within inch-precision.

Anyone on earth can be geolocated using their own 5G phone which, at the press of a button at a desk
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Anyone on earth can be geolocated using their own 5G phone which, at the press of a button at a desk

somewhere, sends a code activating the nano-substance already within the blood of the undesirable and

causes their heart to stop. This all would have to be rolled out under the guise of emergency need coupled

with the glory of high tech euphoria.

Thankfully, Americans are too well educated and undistracted by the latest two-minute hate.
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Bea Phree Sep 22

Read dean koontz books, particularly the Jane Hawk series, but anything more recent. Used to love

reading the delicious scary fiction stuff but now it reads more like current events
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JustANobody Sep 21

EBS on Oct 4th??
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

Coronavirus = 80 to 100 nanometers

IBM microchip = 2 nanometers

https://newsroom.ibm.com/2021-05-06-IBM-Unveils-Worlds-First-2-Nanometer-Chip-

Technology,-Opening-a-New-Frontier-for-Semiconductors
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Rosalind McGill Sep 20

The industry has no regulations yet! I read a graphine newsletter and you’d think it is a miracle

substance. Field is growing fast and uncontrolled.
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Sandy K Sep 20

Thank for the link, Dc. IMB was of course how the Nazis kept track of the bodies; they definitely

are a big (very organized) part of the world's cartel....I would suggest anyone who wants to read

some of the backstory to find Edwin Black's books....or watch James Corbett's videos. Both are

brilliant.
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Clarence the Seventeenth Writes Life After Wartime Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Ongoing blessings and prayers for you, Fren Dr Naomi.

C
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

Fren!
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Clarence the Seventeenth Writes Life After Wartime Sep 21

❤
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Space Bastard Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"(Another source of my composure under attack is my certainty that I’ll be dead someday and will then

have to account for my life choices, as will my attackers for theirs, but that is a subject for another essay)."

I think (the already wise) Dr. Wolf is getting wiser by, well, the minute...
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Sherri Roach Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My 36 year old son, who was forced by mandate to take the vaccine, died of a heart attack in September of

2021. I will never forgive any of these politicians or medical professionals and hope they burn in hell!
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Sep 22

I am so sorry for your loss. I am so disgusted with many of my colleagues. Debt and greed are the root

of it all. So many are in debt, that they let that greed take over their good senses. They just go along.
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Michelle Dostie Sep 21

I’m sorry to hear this criminal activity has taken your son.
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Geraint Hole Sep 21

I feel for your loss Sherri!!
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Nancy Sep 21

I’m sorry for your loss. 

😢

 I’m sure they will!
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JustANobody Sep 21

My ex in Oct 2021. Massive cancers throughout his body. My adult kids are still grieving.
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Michelle Dostie Sep 21

So sad to hear.
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Sherri Roach Sep 21

I’m so very sorry.
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JustANobody Sep 21

Very kind. Thank you.
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GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 20

Wow, I am so sorry to hear about your loss...
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KLo Sep 20

I am so so sorry for your loss 

😢
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

I am so so sorry for your loss.
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Nan Sep 20

So very sorry
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Space Bastard Sep 20

Sherri,

Every one of these individuals will face justice, either in this world or in the next; of this there is no

doubt.

Please be assured of this (and wish for no more); your feelings may consume you for the rest of your

life.
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Ellen Sep 20

I’m so truly, truly sorry. This should never have happened. I pray that you will shout out these crimes

from the rooftops every single day for the rest of your life. Never ever stop talking about what these

evil pigs have done to you and your family. And of course, never stop talking about your son. I’m sure

he was an amazing young man.
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Sherri Roach Sep 21

He really was. He was incredibly brilliant and a very kind soul. I lost my son but so did the world

along with the millions of other young people whose lives could have changed the world for the

better. 

😭
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Tonya McKinney Writes Tonya’s Newsletter Sep 22

We all have lost because he is gone. My condolences!
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Ellen Sep 21

Sherri, I’m a portrait artist and I frequently do memorial portraits for family members. I’d be

honored to do one of your precious son. Sounds like he sure left a wonderful and lasting

legacy. My email is ellen@libertycigars.com. Reach out to me there with some nice, clear

photos of him for me to work from.
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

What you are describing is an order of magnitude beyond the justification the founders of America

stated was the motive for the revolutionary war.
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Mark Much Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My best friend died suddenly in June 2021 just 5 months after his jabs. He was in excellent health.

Another 15 of my classmates have died from cancer and heart attacks in 2 years.
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JustANobody Sep 21

Omg.. My class of '82' has dozens over the last 2 plus years. People who were at the top of the

class. I quit and got my GED. Upstate NY. Saratoga Springs.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

I am so very sorry for your losses.
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Valerie Sep 20

Can I ask how old you are?
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Tonya McKinney Writes Tonya’s Newsletter Sep 22

Guessing either age 59 or 63 depending on whether is high school class or college class.
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Mark Much Sep 20

74
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Space Bastard Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I simply want justice; I'll leave the punishment up to the Almighty.
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Jeff Schreiber Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

That hurts 

🌹
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SoundTruth LightLoveConnection Writes SoundTruth 

✨

 Light Love Connect… Sep 20

Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

😢

 I stand beside you.
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Jeff Schreiber Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr Wolf - I recently saw a crack open in the resistance wall in my 43 year old nephew, a hedge fund

manager now living in Silicon Valley. Being the father of 2 adorable boys, he told me that he and his wife

were appalled that plandemic controllers were pushing the experimental shots on little kids. I mentioned

what I learned from your research about the massive fertility issues and sent him the link to your stack

where you spoke to Dr Thorpe. Told him this is a crime against humanity. If that doesn’t wake up a

concerned parent I don’t know what will.

He told me we would take a look so if he ever gets back to me, I’ll send this interview to him as well. With

people so indoctrinated in the “safe and effective” fog, we only hope that such material as what you

describe will produce a shock wave great enough for them to struggle to find their way into the clear blue

sky.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

I hope so. That's why we carry on. Thank you for trying.
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Tonya McKinney Writes Tonya’s Newsletter Sep 22

I carry on in the same way. That’s why I read everything and pass on your knowledge...just trying

to save one “starfish” at a time.
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William Voelz Writes William’s Substack Sep 23

Nice. I know that starfish story too!

Very appropriate. Thanks.
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Everything Voluntary Jack Writes Jack’s Responsibly Free News Le… Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you, Naomi, for posting Ed’s update on the depopulation of the U.K. Ugh.

I fear the Power Delete are shifting into their Deagel high gear.

Recall the Deagel prediction that the U.K. is at the top for the greatest culling at 77.1% compared to the

U.S. at 68.5%?

Deagle 2025 Forecast Resurrected

https://nobulart.com/deagel-2025-forecast-resurrected/

Your losing composure is the evolutionarily proper response to Loss.

I fear Covid1984 is bringing what I term The Lesson of Loss (which is Love) to the developed world at

large, since the lesser developed nations, according to Deagel will be mainly adding to their populations.

“The way to love anything is to realize that it may be lost.” Gilbert K Chesterton

“One’s first step in wisdom is to question everything--and one’ s last is to come to terms with everything.”

George C Lichtenberg

Get free, stay safe.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

Thank you for the new descriptor of this criminal class, "Power Delete."
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Everything Voluntary Jack Writes Jack’s Responsibly Free News Le… Sep 23

Nice to meet another logophile, lover of words.

Get free, stay safe.
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Almost50Jay Sep 20

It’s what Dr. Simone Gold said happened when they tested MRNA on ferrets. The next time they contacted

Covid in the wild they all died. 2023 variant is going to take out a lot of boosted people unfortunately. And

the new vax money rolls in.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

Thank you for mentioning this brave MD. She paid a heavy price. An excerpt from

https://www.drsimonegold.com : AFLDS played a key role in the victory over OSHA’s vaccination

mandate for non-healthcare workers. To achieve victory, AFLDS filed an amicus curiae brief to the

U.S. Supreme Court to provide clinical and legal support. AFLDS’ medical and legal leadership

delivered research to prove that the vaccines do not prevent transmission and therefore there is no

justification for discriminating against un-vaccinated people. This case represented a first-in-the-

nation legal achievement to clarify treatments versus vaccines.
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Ms Eleanor A Langdon Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I keep loosing the presentation at about the four minute mark. Anybody else? I am in Canada.
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Dan Phillips Sep 20

I was having problems watching an interview yesterday with the substack app on my phone where it

would just cut out after a few minutes. I don't have any problems watching on my desktop.
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Kathy M. Sep 20

Mine played through. Did you click the tab and reload the page?
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Ms Eleanor A Langdon Sep 20

I kept trying until it DID play through entirely.
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Florinda Sep 20

I hate it when the presentation gets ‘loose’. It can fly right away.
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Ripple Sep 20

Yeah, better to get the presentation tight.
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Brandon is not your bro Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Maiming and killing stats ..... It will get worse... it’s a Bioweapon to depopulate.
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

Thankfully America has more guns than people so there’s nothing to worry about.
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Jonathan Ramsay Sep 20

Guns won’t matter if the owners are all dead.
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

It was meant in irony.
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 21

They will make a difference in the ensuing chaos.

"The totalitarian states can do great things, but there is one thing they cannot do: they

cannot give the factory-worker a rifle and tell him to take it home and keep it in his

bedroom. That rifle hanging on the wall of the working-class flat or labourer's cottage,

is the symbol of democracy. It is our job to see that it stays there." - George Orwell
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Jonathan Ramsay Sep 21

Who will wield the guns if the owners are dead from the vaccine?
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William Voelz Writes William’s Substack Sep 23

Jonathan. Bit of a stretch. It would be my opinion that, based on what I know

of the responsibly armed American gun owner that the bulk of them have

not been jabbed. Just returned from 2 days at a Home and Personal Defense

conference where I saw zero masks and general conversation about

resisting all government edicts regardless of the source. Not frustration, yes,

some anger but more importantly determined resolve to resist.
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Bdollen Writes Bdollen’s Substack Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

-- IT’S QUICKLY COMING DOWN THE DRAIN ... !!!!!!!!
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Bdollen Writes Bdollen’s Substack Sep 20

-- ANY HUMAN WHO “JUST GOES ALONG WITH “BIG PHARMA, A.M.A., ETC., “ --- I S BASICALLY

“SUICIDAL “ ....!!!

ALL MEDICAL PERSONNEL ARE EFFECTUALLY SERVING S A T A N , AND, THEY NOW KNOW IT ... !!!!
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Cleft_of_The_Rock Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yet King Charles' focus is on climate change. Therein lies the problem. Mind control of the elites. People

died because of the money making agenda of schemers. They grasp at straws which they can't fix

(climate) in hopes of stealing the power and wealth of the energy sector. Meanwhile there are fiends out

there funding biolabs and their partners in the drug industry that make the vaccines approved by

tarantulas, that a few years ago would never have been released. That anyone innocent should die

because of the actions of another is one of life's deadly sins that will have answerable consequences for

the killers. Don't be nice. That's what they are. Stone cold. They may not be tried in this life but rest
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the killers. Don't be nice. That's what they are. Stone cold. They may not be tried in this life but rest

assured, they will try themselves.

LIKED (15) REPLY (3) SHARE

Mark Much Sep 20

Let's hope that they will be tried in this life at the Nuremberg 2 trials, and that Bill, Klaus, Soros,

Bloomberg, Trudeau, Ardern, Brandon, Faucho, Birx, Bourla, and Charles III will swing from a rope until

dead.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Mark Much Sep 20

His father Prince Phillip hoped he would come back as a virus that would kill billions of people, so it is

fitting he died soon after getting jabbed.

LIKED (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 23

Maybe the WHO will release the PrincePhillip variant.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Letsrock Sep 20

And the act he and his sons put on just sickens me.
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Meira Raine Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hearts breaking... We need You YAH, come, heal the brokenhearted and bind up our wounds. 

🕯

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Jim Reagen Writes Jim Reagen's Newsletter Sep 20

I confess I won't listen to the interview-- don't we already know what's going on? It's more of the same.

And I have limited time.

It's an echo chamber here in substack. Meanwhile, for those trusting (sweet summer child) souls listening

to NPR, nothing at all is happening except that maybe climate change is responsible for myocarditis. And,

get your completely safe and tested shot.

But on the other hand yes, we need to know as much as we can so that we can respond and be prepared

for the time when the tide starts turning, and with faith that it will turn. We have no choice but to press on.

NPR is the voice of the Beast, isn't it? I know from experience that there are hoards of people-- so many--

who can't possibly believe anything that contradicts what NPR/PBS say. Who'd have thought that the

Beast could have such soothing tones, such a voice of care and concern??

NPR the voice of the devil?? Now, there's a wild-ass conspiracy theory for ya. It's nuts. But they don't call

him the Great Deceiver for nothing.

And, they wanted to burn Lahaina to show us what they got. That's nuts too, isn't it?

LIKED (51) REPLY (6) SHARE

Donna LaBruno Sep 21

Yes!yes! Agreed. And I cannot believe in my younger years I was so deceived as to donate to our local

NPR/PBS affiliate. Ugh! I thought they were putting out good programming. Maybe some things were

good...... I’m glad to be fully awake and aware now
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Jim Reagen Writes Jim Reagen's Newsletter Sep 21

NPR is the voice of the Ministry of Truth.
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Rosalind McGill Sep 20

NPR was my favorite until they started crying when Hillary lost. The beginning of the scales falling off

my eyes, Thank God.
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Ellen Sep 20

“No choice but to press on.” Wow, that is an almost impossible marching order yet we really have no

other choice. And while I’m certainly not in league with the weakest of soldiers, I now have some idea

of how it feels to have to “step over” dead bodies and move ahead in the battle. Truly just the saddest

of times.
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LibrarianLiz Sep 21

What an astute graphic comment! Well said.
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

Hate is love. Murder is salvation.
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Letsrock Sep 20

I've known about evil npr for so long I can't even remember. The first hint, hello, is that they're Govt

subsidized. Duh.
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

Self government is not the enemy. Those infiltrating self government to destroy it are the enemy.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Letsrock Sep 20

Who's talking about self government? Or even infiltrating self government? You appear to

be off topic.
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 21

NPR is corporate funded. The us government has been infiltrated and destroyed by

business.
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Letsrock Sep 21

They get funds from govt as well. Always has to be some asshole splitting hairs

doesn't there?
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Jeff Schreiber Sep 20

“NPR the voice of the devil?? Now, there's a wild-ass conspiracy theory for ya. It's nuts. But they don't

call him the Great Deceiver for nothing.”

Your comment reminded me of this timeless scene - https://youtu.be/KnGo6Qm0Wt8?

si=zOtOGLZQPpWSE3eN

LIKED (16) REPLY (2) SHARE

Letsrock Sep 20

You must have voted for Biden

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Aaron Ferguson Sep 20

Ahhhh...time for a re-watch!!!!! Fantastic....
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Bdollen Writes Bdollen’s Substack Sep 20

-- SATAN HAS ALWAYS JEALOUSLY HATED GOD, EARTH, & -- ALL HUMANITY ...

-- AGENDA 30 - “TOTAL WORLDWIDE GENOCIDE BY 2 0 3 0 ... !!!

THE “GREYS ARE D E M O N S !!! “ -- T R U T H .. !!!!!

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

Yo Writes My Newsletter Sep 20

greys?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Rosalind McGill Sep 20

Aliens

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Meira Raine Sep 20

🙏
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Nick Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Help Wanted signs still up all over - wonder why!

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 20

and empty businesses all over. yet in my area, there is NEW construction everywhere. office buildings

going up when empty ones sit across the street. whole subdivisions of new homes but I can't image

who is going to buy them... it appears to be to be 'busy work' for contractors, who may be unwittingly

acting to launder all the con-vid billions (of OUR money) giving out.
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Alan Putzke Writes Health in the Name Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Unfortunately, the tip of the iceberg.

LIKED (11) REPLY SHARE

David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The banality of evil.

LIKED (18) REPLY SHARE

Danny Huckabee Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Very sad indeed. It's going to get worse. Myocarditis suffers will die off according to the following: 75%

within 10 years, 50% within 5 years. That doesn't count injuries, which will result in millions more disabled.

All of this murder and mayhem to defeat Donald Trump and make money. Evil.

Danny Huckabee

LIKED (34) REPLY (1) SHARE

GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 20

Yeah but what about Trump’s Operation Warp Speed?

LIKED (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Hilltop Homeplace Sep 22

Read the contracts with Pfizer. They didn’t honor them.
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Trace Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A conspiracy that is definitely not a theory. The really sad fact is that this revelation is probably just the tip

of the iceberg of deception most of us have been living through for most or all of our lives.

LIKED (33) REPLY SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Sep 20

What did your professors think about "Hit, Bridge, Sparkle" when they asked you tough questions ?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 20 Author

It's not for the academy. It's for media. Different.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Sep 20

Yes

Understand
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Sharon Writes Sharon’s Substack Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

See also, A Culture of Death: “Deprogramming With Grace’s Dad”

The father of Grace Schara believes she was deliberately killed while hospitalized for COVID in October

2021, Dr. Peter Breggin and Ginger Breggin https://gingerbreggin.substack.com/p/a-culture-of-death-

deprogramming
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Rex Larson Sep 20

And this:

https://open.substack.com/pub/therebelpatient/p/press-release-by-overton-and-associates?

utm_source=share&utm_medium=android&r=hv24e
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SimulationCommander Writes Screaming into the Void Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

“Sure enough, signals. At this point I’m just mad because we are talking into the wind.”

---------

The reason that we're talking into the wind is because a whole lot of people were paid a whole lot of money

to go along with the jab rollout. They're not interested in a real inquiry because it will reveal that they're

basically just whores for Big Pharma, saying whatever they're told to say.

LIKED (104) REPLY (7) SHARE

Nancy Sep 21

Have the y in the UK even connected the jabs to deaths?! I would guess not!
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Sybelle Sep 21

... therefore complicit.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Steve Boronski Writes Agile PMO's (Simply) Sep 20

Big pharma cannot be separated from the World Health Organisation every single official worked for

big pharma and then goes back to big pharma. The WHO is a part of the UN which needs to be

bought under control it is NOT an elected world government but acts like one.
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Alan Davis (FlyoverAlinCT) Sep 20

Pharma Uniparty Macbeth is afoot:

I am in Blood,

Stepped in so far, that

Should I wade no more,

Returning were as tedious as go o’er.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Michelle Dostie Sep 21

Literature is healing to the soul. We need a title for this tragedy. The Massacre of 2020 is

sounding appropriate now. Many people act with anger, many of us act with sadness and

depression. In a decade I predict the tragedy of 2020 will be expressed in film and literature. Will

this travesty be Common Knowledge by then or will there still be Holy Shot proponents calling

us liars? It occurs to me jut now that our lives may all be shortened. This is for our childrens

childrens children. Don’t let this die in our generation.
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Bdollen Writes Bdollen’s Substack Sep 20

-- THAT’S EXACTLY WHAT THE DOCTORS DO WITH ALL THE CONSTANT EXTRAORDINARILY

EXPENSIVE GIFTS THAT BIG PHARMA SEND TO THEIR HOMES ...!!
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DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

You just described a Mafia.
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Letsrock Sep 20

Khazarian Mafia
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SimulationCommander Writes Screaming into the Void Sep 20

"Nice life ya got here. Be a shame if something were to happen to it. But you can make those

worries go away with just two shots from my friend Mickey........"
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DL Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

...and you’ve got 95% of the media NOT talking about it at all!!! 

😬

 

😩

 

😣

 

😑
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DL Sep 20

...boosters down, yeah, and thus the advertising you now see to get your jab... 

😑

 

😩

LIKED (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 20

omg, the game show 'Jeopardy!' is advertising the Moderna booster in the form of one of

their game questions!! same type face & color, answer-before-question format, voice over...

it takes you a few seconds to realize its an ad and not part of the game! its was one of the

most sickening things I've ever seen!
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William Voelz Writes William’s Substack Sep 23

Warrior Mom. I never watch game shows but was at a friends house several days ago

at Wheelie time. I too saw that ad format. It was full screen and lingered longer than

normal it seemed. Just sickening.

The entire ad industry is acting as though now that we are approaching flu season

again just step right up and take the flu shot AND by the way while you are here get

vaccinated for COVID. Normalcy bias expected and acted upon. Clearly the nation is

operating within two very different and opposing cultural streams.

Today’s TV and magazine ads as well make one wonder where all the white people

have gone!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

DL Sep 20

OMG, just soooo sinister...

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 20

creepy as fuck. I was stunned & horrified. its one of my 85 yr old mom's fav

shows. they've shown it, first ad of the final commercial break (so you think, at

first, its part of the show!) every afternoon this week so far. the ad tag line is:

'because you don't have time for C 19'.

LIKED (9) REPLY SHARE

DC121 Writes Dc’s Substack Sep 20

In Nazi Germany, people had to look to foreign nations to find out what was really going on in

Germany.

LIKED (57) REPLY (1) SHARE

Martin Writes Martin’s Substack Sep 20

Been that way here for at least 30 years. Until internet and substack came along I listened

to short wave and BBC.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Removed Sep 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Comment removed
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Rosalind McGill Sep 20

Overwhelming! Thanks for the link.
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